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Summary 

This study is initially concerned with the spatial aspects of the 

exhibition space as a forum for the display, communication, and 

identification of art-forms. The art form's capacity as constructed and 

socially delineated ties in with my examination of the exhibition 

'environment' itself as an artificial meeting-point in general, and the 

traditions which make this coincidence possible .. 

Although the subject of the work is the marginalisation of a 

culture, this culturally specific 'manufactured space' can act as a 

'hypertext' for universal models of cultural, linguistic, perceptual, 

historical, and literary identity (and, of course, location). During the 

course of the work, a dialectic between the concepts of produced and 

circumstantial 'place' is hoped to be fostered effectively, and shown to 

pertain to all aspects of the above, both in a visual, and literary context. 

Illustrations of these concerns will be linked to the dominant/marginal 

modes within a generally post-imperial framework. 

In the context of the exhibition, I hope to bring to issue the 

objectivity of the phenomenon of 'place', both as a 'found' and as a 

'constructed' entity. I intend to show how this objectivity is intertwined 

with the conscious objectification of language in R.S. Thomas's poetry. 

Thus, the barrier of a 'lesser-spoken' European language which exists 

between the poet and the painters (the majority of them) is seen as 

fundamental to the understanding of the discussion, as indeed are the 

questions of 'indigenous culture' and 'authentic art'. The comparison 

between translation from one culture to another, and transposition 

from one artistic medium to another is brought to issue, but the 

intention is not to reconcile the two, rather to create a new space for 

speculation and understanding, thus emulating the exhibition itself. 
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Preface 

The original idea for this research came from an article that was 

brought to my attention in a Summer issue of Golw~. the Welsh

language 'magazine'. It was about the ailing financial state of Plas Glyn

y-Weddw, an independent gallery in Llanbedrog on Pen Llyn (Llyn 

Peninsula, N. Wales). The article covered the details both of the history 

of the gallery - the bank calling in the receivers and so on - and the 

current exhibition. It caught my attention, as I had for a long time been 

looking for a subject-matter which would combine my interests in firstly 

visual/literary theory, secondly twentieth-century literature, thirdly 

landscape politics, fourthly the cultural aspect of the Welsh Nation, and 

fifthly in exhibition environments. I wanted to produce something which 

would hold currency both inside and outside academia, as well as being 

significantly 'contemporary' to be dynamic. Previous research had led 

me to accounts either of 'Tours in Wales' whose specifically literary (as 

opposed to historical) merits are unrecognised, volumes by writers such 

as R.S. Thomas, but which lacked a 'visual' element, or finally 

illustrations of 'tours' into fantastical realms which had nothing to do 

with the 'cultural studies' approach which I enjoy. 

Therefore, it was with some pleasure that I embarked upon the 

exploration into this exhibition, which seemed to act as a 'hypertext' for 

so many other fields of interest. There was this particular group of 

painters, their views on the arts in Wales, their attitudes towards 

R.S.Thomas's poetry, their conception of 'Ysbrydoliaeth', or 

'Inspiration', and their idiosyncrasies of expression, amongst the areas to 

explore. RS.Thomas very kindly spared me a good hour from his 

amazingly busy schedule at the end of my research. His concept of 

'Ysbrydoliaeth' confirmed the general structure of my argument. 
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Thomas sees the correspondence of poetry with music or painting as 'a 

kind of translation'. In the introduction to The New Poetry, A. Alvarez 

states that 'The great modems experimented not just to make it new 

formally, but to open poetry up to new areas of experience'1. True 

enough to form, 'making it new' was a phrase which Thomas employed. 

He also talked a great deal about English/Welsh 'translation' and used it 

as a reference point when I asked him about his attitude towards cross

media experimentation (a topic, incidentally, of which he was wary to 

the point of cynicism). 

I also had the good fortune of talking to the art critic Peter Lord 

(on the advice of various people, including Ivor Davies) at the start of 

the field research. He has for some time been employed by the 

University of Wales at their Centre for Advanced Welsh and Celtic 

Studies for research into 'The Visual Culture of Wales'. It soon became 

evident that Aesthetics of Relevance, as well as his previous work for 

the Arts Council of Wales, constitute a sufficiently eminent driving 

force in the arts in Wales for me to include in my list of questions: 

'What do you think of Peter Lord?'. I didn't meet a single artist who was 

unfamiliar with him, which is a credit to his work. 

My original purpose, which I explained to Lord, was to focus 

on individual poetic relationships within the exhibition. A possible 

structure, I told him, was to start from a type of 'review'-style section, 

which would discuss how the exhibition was made up. Then I would 

raise the issue of the poet in the twentieth century, as well as the issue 

of modem literary, visual, and cultural theories. The third section would 

focus in on how the artists felt about the paintings and the poems 

together, how they felt about Wales and these cultural issues, and 

whether this was borne out by their work. I would attempt to arrive 

1 A. Alvarez, The New Poetry. (London: Penguin, 1966), p21. 
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eventually at some end to do with the cultural location of this form of 

art in the community. 

Peter Lord's current project, it transpired, was a study of 

insider/outsider issues in the imaging of the landscape. Looking at the 

catalogue which I showed him, he mentioned the work of Selwyn 

Jones, Iwan Bala, and Leslie Jones as 'insiders'. He compared these with 

David Woodford, 'the classic outsider, who is an aggressive outsider, 

and denies any kind of cultural content in the landscape at all. He is like 

the new visual Right. There's an interesting series of issues here. '2 His 

wisest words were to warn me of the proportions which this work 

could take on, but he encouraged me to go ahead with what I was 

interested in all the same. 

The foundation of my discussion was that, contrary to the old 

ideas of visual arts retaining some inherent meaning in the present 

century, they only hold semantic currency in relation to the participants 

themselves. Peter Lord was the first person I had read who had 

comprehensively brought twentieth century cultural criticism to bear on 

the Welsh culture, and I have ended up using his ideas on several 

occasions. He told me: 

People like Donald Moore believe in the old view that the image 
(painted or literary) has a meaning which is fixed and inviable. So it 
carries its own value and meaning with it. I take the opposite view that 
the thing has no meaning except in terms of a relationship with the 
viewer ... 'This argument is one that I think still needs to be addressed. 
People in places of power still have the old view, however obsolete, 
and they are the people who condition art in the cultural setting. I 
wouldn't, in your paper, take it for granted that your view, which is 
broadly similar to mine, can be taken as read and is one which you can 
state as obvious3. 

So in this context, culture is located, and at play, within the 

products of a society, thus is manifest in artistic texts. The definition of 

2From an interview with him on 5th July, 1995, in the Centre for Advanced Celtic 
Studies, National Library of Wales, Aberystwyth. 
3ibid. 
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an artistic text is one that includes everything which is a structured 

conception, and can encompass such socially-manufactured ideas as 'the 

landscape'. Thus, according to modern human geographical opinion on 

how landscapes may be 'described', 'written', or 'defined' by society, be 

it contrived or circumstantial: 

A landscape possesses a similar objective fixity to that of a written 
text. It also becomes detached from the intentions of its original 
authors, and in terms of social and psychological impact and material 
consequences the various readings of landscapes matter more than any 
authorial intentions. 4 

4Eclitors' Introduction, Writing Worlds, ed. by T. Barnes/J. Duncan (London: 
Routledge, 1992), p6. 
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List of All Poems, Titles of All Paintines 
{includine paee references} 

POEM 

'That', 1968. 

'The Minister'(extract), 1953. 

'Welsh Landscape', 1952. 

'The Gap in the Hedge', 1952. 

'Cezanne. The Card Players', 1981. 

'Sonata in X', 1992. 

'Senior', 1981. 

['Abercuawg'(extract), 1976. * 

'The Minister'(extract), 1953. 

'The Minister'(extract), 1953. 

'The Prayer', 1975. 

'Good Friday', 1975. 

'The Untamed'(extract), 1963 
'The Welsh Hill Country', 1952. 

PAINTING 

David Tress 
Winter Valley, 1995. 

( opp.page! 7) 
Marginal Land, 1995. 

Emr_ysPany 
Welsh Landscape, 1995. 

(opp.page 32) 
The Gap in the Hedge, 

1995. 

Alex Campbell 
The Card Players, 1995. 

(opp.page 10) 
Group of Hikers, 

1995.(page 10) 

Ivor Davies 
Senior, 1992-95. 

(opp.page 16) 
Intangible Mona, 1995.] 

• not exhibited due to error. 

Donald McIntyre 
Winter, 1995. 

(opp.page 15) 
Autumn, 1995. 

Tony Goble 
The Prayer, 1995. 

(opp.page 25) 
Good Friday, 1995. 

Glyn Baines 
The Untamed, 1995. 
The Welsh Hill Country, 

1995. 

* Abercuawg (Gomer, Llandysul, 1976), ppS-18 which describes a mythical 
'Valhalla'. Davies says: 'I have a very clear understanding of what this poem 
signifies. It's to do with a far-off land, an utopia specific to Wales'. Indicative of the 
tone of this is the sentence: 'To one who knows something about the beauty of the 
Welsh countryside and who loves it passionately, it is indeed a disadvantage to be 
without the linguistic resources with which to give it expression' (Selected Prose, ed. 
by Sandra Anstey, intro. by Ned Thomas, (Bridgend: Poetry Wales Press, 

1983.)pl56) 



'Summer', 1952. 

'The Lonely Farmer', 1952. 

'The Small Window', 1968. 
'The Mountains' (extract), 1968. 

'Welsh Landscape', 1952. 

'Out of the Hills', 1946. 
'Barn Owl', 1977. 

'Ah!', 1966. 
'Girl', 1966. 

'A Land', 1987. 

'Expatriates', 1958. 

'Tidal', 1992. 

'Match my Moments', 1992. 

'Arrival', 1983. 
'Remembering David Jones', 1983. 

'At the Bright Hem of God' (extract 
from 'The Mountains'), 1968. 
'The Moor', 1966. 

'Welsh Landscape', 1952. 

'Welsh Landscape'; 1952. 

William Selwyn 
Winter, 1995. 

xi 

( opp.page 37) 
The Lonely Fanner, 1995. 

Gwyneth Tomos 
The Small Window, 1995. 
LLanberis, 1995.(page 9) 

Gwilym Pritchard 
Welsh Landscapes, 1995. 

Selwyn Jones 
Hill Farmer, 1995. 
Barn Owl, 1995. 

Leslie Jones 
Ah!, 1995.(opp.page 23) 
Girl, 1995.(page 22) 

lwan Bala 
A Land, 1995. 

( opp.page 43) 
Expatriates, 199 5. 

(page 6) 

Alina Mroczkowska 
Trust, Caption; ' ... where 

trust may take root and grow', 1994. 
Match my Moments, 

1995.(page 3) 

Maredudd ap Iestyn 
Arrival, 1995. 
Remembering David 

Jones, 1995. 

David Woodford 
Brief Sun, 1995. 

The Moor, 1995. 

Peter Prender&ast 
Foothills ofTryfan 1, 

1995. 
Foothills of Tryfan 2, 

1995. 
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Vaughan Bevan 
The Welsh Hill Country The Welsh Hill Country', 1952. 

'Winter', 1992. 
(at Bryn Glas),1995. 

Winter, 1995. 

Will Rowlands 
'At The End', 1995. At The End, 1995. 
'The Empty Church', 1978. The Empty Church, 1995. 

Other Poems of Interest/Relevance; 

'Hiraeth', from The Stones of the Field, 1946. 
'Welsh History', from An Acre of Land, 1952. 

'Priest and Peasant', from Song at a Year's Turning, 1955. 
'Absolution', from Poetry for Supper, 1958. 

'Welsh', from The Bread of Truth, 1963. 
'Nocturne by Ben Shahn', from H'm, 1972. 

The Gap', from Laboratories of the Spirit, 1975. 
'Abercuawg', from Frequencies, 1978. 

The New Mariner', from Between Here and Now, 1981. 
'Captain Cook's Last Voyage'. Roland Penrose, from Ingrowing 

Thoughts, 1985. 
'Father and Child. Ben Shahn', from Ingrowing Thoughts, 1985. 

Looking Glass', from Experimenting with an Amen, 1986.(page 1) 
Their Canvasses Are', from Experimenting with an Amen, 1986. 

'Saunders Lewis', from Welsh Airs. 1987. 
'Annunciation', from Mass for Hard Times, 1992. 



Looking Glass 

There is a game I play 
with a mirror, approaching 
it when I am not there, 
as though to take by surprise 

the self that is my familiar. It 
is in vain. Like one eternally 
in ambush, fast or slow 
as I may raise my head, it raises 

its own, catching me in the act, 
disarming me by acquaintance, 
looking full into my face as often 
as I try looking at it askance. 

from Experimenting with an Amen. 1986. 

Introduction 

In the introduction to the catalogue for the Y sbrydoliaeth 

RS.Thomas Inspiration exhibition which the 'Friends of Plas Glyn-y

Weddw' commissioned him to write, M. Wynn Thomas concludes using 

the poet's own words: 

The hope must surely be that RS.Thomas will "meet 
himself/everywhere" here, albeit in unexpected guise, and that we, 
readers turned viewers (and also, perhaps, viewers hereby converted to 
reading), "can witness the extent/Of the spectrum and grow rich/With 
looking. "(see Appendix A) 

When asked about the concept of poetic reflection in relation to 

this particular exhibition, RS.Thomas said: 

Well, mirrors are very fascinating things, and it depends how much 
time you've got to spend in front of them. Some people are so busy, 
they only just have a chance to take a peek in the mirror to see that 
their tie is straight, that there's no black on their face, and that sort of 
thing; whereas some people have more time: they are confronted by 
this image which makes them wonder "is that the person?". The mirror 
in a way is translating because it's your translation of the image that 
the mirror has taken. It's an endless regress in a way(see Am,endix 
B, trans. 8). 

Wynn Thomas's introduction to the catalogue also discusses the 

idea of people who, 'have, in the time honoured tradition of composing 

"cerddi ymryson", been talking back to RS.Thomas for over forty 

years', and mentions T.Harri Jones, Harri Webb, and Roland Matthias, 

amongst others. Thus it is through the works of writers such as these 
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that I have investigated the meaning of this idea of 'talking back' and in 

precisely which 'language' the 'talking' is being conducted. 

The processes of cultural 'talkback' are constantly under the 

scrutiny of conscientious critics such as the Celtic/Cultural Studies

based Peter Lord. It is not the purpose of this study to examine the 

politics of R.S.Thomas's works in themselves, but rather to investigate 

specifically the literary works used in the exhibition at Plas Glyn-y

Weddw, and how they work alongside the plastic/graphic works they 

were designated for (or were designated for them). 

In an essay to be included in the catalogue to Hiraeth (trans: 

Longing), a drama/painting exhibition held in Cardiff in 1993, Fintan 

O'Toole states that 'Political power arises, not from the barrel of a gun, 

but from the gathering together of people in the same place. And the 

agreement that any number of individual places constitute "the same 

place" is a function of history and culture, not of geography'5• The 

concept of 'place' as a product of nurture, as opposed to nature, as 

produced as opposed to circumstantial, has fundamental repercussions 

for the modern identification of a marginalised culture, within its own 

spatial productions6. 

Many of the paintings at Plas Glyn-y-Weddw are on this 

landscape 'space' basis, but, true to the form of the poetry, are hardly 

straightforward celebrations of an agreed natural 'beauty'. On arrival at 

the gallery, it is pleasing to see a concept of a multi-dimensional 

environment and an artistic/political paradox put into play by the 

5Fintan O'Toole, catalogue of Hiraeth: New Paintings by I wan Bala. with a play by 
Edward Thomas (ORIEL/Welsh Arts Council, 1993), p15. 
6N.B.: 'A major feature of post-colonial literatures is the concern with place and 
displacement. It is here that the special post-colonial crisis of identity comes into 
being; the concern with the development or recovery of an effective identifying 
relationship between self and place'(The Empire Writes Back: Theory and Practice 
in Post-Colonial Literatures, ed. by Terence Hawkes, (London: Routledge, 1989), 

p9) 
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picture-poem partnerships. There is plenty of room for the discussion of 

cross-reference here, and spatial issues to do with the exhibition lay-out 

are repeated between the lines of the poems and behind the glass itself. 

In my investigation of the 'translation' theme, I found myself measuring

up the definition of 'Inspiration' against the definition of 'Narrative', 

where 'Narrative' was to be found in the cradle of cultural, political, and 

social agendas: 

Match My Moments(extract) 

... That time 
the queue winding towards 
the gas chambers, and the nun, 
who had already died 
to this world, to the girl 
in tears: Don't cry. Look, 
I will take your place. .. 

Alina Mroczkowska • Match My Moments 

Equally, ideological argument denies the feasibility of art to 

exist in a cultural vacuum, acknowledging the intrinsically political 

nature of all art, because it depends upon a common institution of 

social discourse, an arbitrarily agreed poetics of representation. Post-
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marxist observers see all media as, even if not a conspired, certainly an 

engineered and generated 'mechanism', and Louis Althusser labels these 

cultural workings as part of an 'Ideological State Apparatus'. 

In Althusser's view, this is contrasted with the 'Suppressive 

State Apparatus' - namely the legal system in the form of the police, and 

functions as the social behavioural norms enforced by everything from 

'Greenwich Mean Time' to road traffic lights. Close-to-the-bone 

criticisms of modern-day totalitarianism which can be found in Orwell's 

1984, or Atwood's The Handmaid' Tale, illustrate a futuristic extension 

of the 'suppressive' aspect of this idea, but also illustrate how ideology 

and suppression work together. Thus, 'State Apparatuses' locate 

themselves ultimately in the semantic processes and 'norms' of language 

and discourses. In terms of the 'norms' of language: 

Language becomes the medium through which a hierarchical structure 
of power is perpetuated, and the medium through which conceptions 
of 'truth', 'order', and 'reality' become established. Such power is 
rejected in the emergence of an effective post-colonial voice 7. 

With the concept of 'place' so in evidence in the poems and 

pictures of the Plas Glyn-y-Weddw exhibition, it is obvious that the 

nature and construction of this cultural norm is going to be at the centre 

of the discussion. The research into the production of any art-form in 

modern Wales must incorporate a post-colonial dialectics of this kind, 

since the country is in effect (and has been, since the death of the last 

ruling prince (Llwelyn) in the late thirteenth century) occupied. In their 

introduction to The Empire Writes Back, the authors say of 'post-

colonial literatures' that: 

Beyond their special and distinctive regional characteristics.. . they 
emerged in their present form out of the experience of colonisation and 
asserted themselves by foregrounding the tension with the imperial 
power, and by emphasizing their differences from the assumptions of 

7ibid., p7. 
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the imperial centre. It is this which makes them distinctively post
colonial.s 

Brian Morris says of RS.Thomas that 'Although he is Welsh, he 

speaks (as the poet always writes) in English, and this is indicative of 

the subdued paradoxes, problems and obliquities which lie beneath the 

surface'9. Written in English, and repeatedly chastising itself for its 

dependence upon the discursive norms of that medium, the poetry 

incorporates a complex, ambivalent, and unique eye-glass into twentieth 

century Wales. 

Apart from the 'post-imperialist' agenda which is bound to exist 

at Plas Glyn-y-Weddw, there is the more culturally universal issue in 

evidence in the display of of the 'mixed media' format. I have attempted 

to illustrate the network of ways in which the arbitrarily constructed 

discourses of language and of painting share the same recourse to 

tradition, the same aspirations to modernity, and the same ultimate self

consciousness. Possibly the narrative of the exhibition is deliberately 

dysfunctional - we may certainly accept it as such - but in line with 

William Carlos Williams's precept 'no ideas but in things', the continuity 

of narrative in the display is abandoned for 'instances of difference'. The 

audience may engage with these signifying systems, but the motion is 

into and out of - rather than along - the works. 

8 Ashcroft Griffiths, and Tiffin, ibid., p2. 
9Brian M~rris, 'The Topography ofR.S. Thomas', The Little Review, 13/14, (1980), 

pS-11. 
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The Exhibition Layout 

As may be gathered from the catalogue to the Ysbrydoliaeth 

R.S.Thomas Inspiration exhibition, the way the works are displayed 

indicates a traditional methodology: the paintings, mounted on the 

walls, are 'accompanied' by their re pective poems, which are printed in 

clear, readable, but fairly mall black text on white paper underneath the 

painting. (See Opposite) . Thi 'marrie ' the two formats comfortably, 

and does not vary for different painting . The one exception to thi is 

Iwan Bala's 'Expatriate ', which actually includ th poem in te t 

format within the painting, partly ob ured by th paint on the 

underside of the glas /perspex. 

Expatriates 

ot B rltish; certainly 
ot Engl . Welsh 

With all the tlo 
Black hair and black heart 
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The poem is, of course, mounted on the wall below the picture 

as well. Few of the artists interviewed expressed any dissatisfaction at 

the way the exhibition had been hung10. There are various ways in 

which the exhibition could have been presented. The actual way was 

comfortable, and fitted the peaceful surroundings of Plas Glyn y 

Weddw, and probably the disposition of the typical viewer or visitor to 

that gallery. The idea of the exhibition, as much as anything else, was to 

promote the sales of the paintings ( except, perhaps, for David 

Woodford's two paintings which were not for sale. When asked about 

this, Woodford said he wanted to get the paintings back, and to 'keep 

them for a while'). 

It may be instructive to give an outline of Dafydd Ap Tomos's 

unprepared answers to questions on the subject of his methods and 

intentions for the hanging of the exhibition. Tomos has no idea of what 

the reaction of the poet would be to the exhibition, as one of the first 

things he points out is that it was not sanctioned by RS.Thomas. 

Having briefly covered the whys, wherefores, and main protagonists 

behind the exhibition, Tomos went on to explain his concerns as to 

which paintings would 'hang well' together. Whilst judging it important 

to keep the paintings of each artist as close together as possible, it was 

also important to combine light registers in a complementary way. 

The sizes of the paintings were also important, as a level along 

the wall provides a better overall aesthetics, and, of course, the walls 

are limited in height. This may well be the reason why the Ivor Davies 

10 Alex Campbell springs particularly to mind as an appreciator of Dafydd ap 
Tomos's keepership skills. The exception is David Woodford, who said: 

I don't think there is a narrative in the exhibition. I think itk been - to put it 
tactlessly - "slung together". The mistake was to leave it up to the artists. 
That divided the issue up between that number of artists!(See A1mendix B, 

trans. 5) 
However, the question then arises: 'If the artists had been given~ agenda, would 
they then have been "painting" or "illustrating"?' R.S. Thomas himself absolutely 
agreed that the artists should have been given a 'free rein'. 
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and Alex Campbell paintings (see below) are in the hallway - they are 

quite dominant as paintings, and better kept away from the more 

classical feel of the inner rooms. Further discussion with the exhibition's 

hanger went on to cover the problematics of making paintings go well 

together in the gallery, and how a painting can change its personality 

when taken away and hung on a living-room wall. Paintings can 

sometimes look 'too loud' once they are bought and taken home. On the 

other hand, an exhibition hanger can never tell how paintings will look 

together before they are put onto the walls. 

Tomos concluded that once paintings are brought together in 

this forum 'it's got its own life, then, an exhibition'. This is not to say, 

however, that there is an intentional narrative 'as an installation'. Tomos 

denies any narrative intent, but the attention of the viewer still follows a 

very well-defined pathway. In this, there are two visual methods at 

work on the viewer. 

The first is the idea of placing Ivor Davies's The Senior' in the 

hallway. This piece is of an ethereal composition. It is in oil, and 

consists in a misty combination of blues and turquoises. It is 

immediately attractive because of its evocative and mystical ambience, 

and its modernity can appeal to a broad cross-section of viewers. It also 

serves as a good painting with which to 'pull-in' the viewer, as its 

message is in its detail. 

The second manipulation of the prospective viewer quite 

probably exists within the careful placing of both of Gwynedd Tomos's 

paintings in the hallway. The attraction for a local audience of seeing 

paintings which have been done by somebody they know is an incentive 

in itself, but for the visiting viewer, too, there is a particular attraction 

in having the actual artist present - to be able to converse and discuss 
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the work is a great point of interest, and makes for a memorable and 

personal experience. 

The Mount,aios(extract) 

It is not good to live by mountains. 
They demand human sacrifice. 
Every year someone must die 

Gwyneth Tomos • I,JanJ>ects 

Before going on to the main rooms of the exhibition, there is a 

further factor which should be taken into account, a third way in which 

the hanger has manipulated the spatial dimensions of the gallery. 

Gwynedd Tomos's contribution is, on a superficial level, particularly 

noticeable because she paints in two completely different formats. Toe 

Small Window' is painted in oil, and depicts a typically formulated 

'picture postcard' type view. It is 'representational' rather than 'abstract', 

and involves lots of detail, and a straightforward perspective. Next to it, 

however, is the other work, which has a completely different style. It is 

a raw composition with almost shocking use of palette knife. It is 

painted after a simple, even minimalist, extract from Thomas 's prose 

piece The Mountains' which runs: 'It is not good to live by mountains. 

They demand human sacrifice. Every year someone must die.' This 

quotation only hints at the exquisite, almost visionary piece of prose 

from which it was taken. I wonder if the general mood of 1968 - the 

year in which it was published - contributes in any way to the almost 



'uncharacteristic' naivete of this side of RS.Thomas. Anyway, Gwyneth 

Tomos's usage is a sufficiently minimal 'chunk' to evoke a peculiar 

essence of raw sublimity. 

Having passed from one painting to another, one is eventually 

confronted by Alex Campbell's 'Vorticist' style. (See Opposite). As well 

as presenting another extremity of style. which is intriguing, The Card 

Players' also provides that self-reflexive element that anyone familiar 

either with the poet or twentieth-century art history will appreciate. The 

name of this painting, named after R.S.Thomas's poem (1981) about 

Cezanne's painting of the same name, causes a pause for thought on the 

matter of 'the chicken-and-the-egg', as it were. Turning around a 

hundred-and-eighty degrees, the viewer then confronts, on the other 

side of the hallway, the other Alex Campbell painting 'Group of Hikers' 

which was painted to go with the poem 'Sonata in X' (1992). 

Sonata in X(extract) 

'I love you. ' 
'How much? ' 
'132 r ✓-1. ' 
'Wait a minute, let me 
compute my thanks. 

Meet me tonight 
at SH 126 243 
so we may 

There. 

consummate our statistics' 

-Grgy p o[Hpga, 
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Modernity, cubism, surrealism, mysticism, romanticism. These 

are words which describe the initial experience of the entrance-hall. 

What this underpins, of course, is the commercial aspect of the gallery: 

that it is self-supporting, autonomous, independent, is sharply in 

contrast with its scenic surroundings. Entering the interior rooms, one 

is at first struck by the wealth of artistic formats - not only are paintings 

and poems on display, but sculpture adorns the floor-space, mounted on 

pedestals in an uncluttered, but richly atmospheric way. The high 

ceilings of the gallery - unadorned and well-lit, lend a classical, even 

baroque feel to the whole. There is no indication of where to start one's 

'taking-in' of the display, but this is something for which one is prepared 

- having just come from the very 'modern', intertextual, hallway display. 

On close inspection of the works, the first factor to be noticed is 

that there is a price-tag on each work. This sudden sense of 'gritty 

reality' serves well to introduce the viewer to the seething material 

world of the poem-painting combination. The dynamic nature of this 

dialogue demands the peaceful space of the gallery for pondering. The 

narrative action happens in-and-out of the painting, and uses the vehicle 

of the poem for its expression. Sometimes the master-slave relationship 

between word and image is reversed, in another case it will be 

conflated. The immediate tone of the exhibition appears to bear out the 

general theme of 'putting transposition/translation into process in an 

overt way', of index to a broader spectrum. Alex Campbell has prepared 

the way for this, and it is combinations such as Leslie Jones's evocation 

of Ben Shahn's work which continues it. The consequences of Leslie 

Jones's reference to the United Nations statesman Dag Hammarskjold 

leads the onlooker into an international arena. 

An interesting point is raised in Anne Price-Owen's statement 

that 'RS.Thomas expects us to find parallels and to look for cross 



references in his poetic works ... he has no desire for his poems to be 

d • • 1 • '11 A 
rea m 1so anon • t the same time, J.P. Ward, in his essay 'The Figure 

Rooted' tells us that 'The poem must be able to stand alone. Yet there is 

no doubt that RS.Thomas orders his collections in careful sequences•12_ 

What can we glean from these two statements? One possible conclusion 

is that Thomas orders his poems to encourage the reader to look 

outside the context of the immediate poetry. He points towards things 

which lie outside of the normal literary context. The exhibition enacts 

this lateral indexing, and it is obviously very important that Ben Shahn's 

portrait of Hammarskjold, which included an atomic cloud, is used by 

Jones as a celebration of the statesman himself. Additionally, there is a 

comment here on the various participants to this piece; to Shahn, 

Thomas, and Leslie Jones himself, not to mention Van Gogh, Cezanne, 

and Renoir, all of whom influenced Shahn's work. And so, as Dafydd 

Ap Tomos explains, this exhibition is 'at the heart' of Welsh culture in 

its radical, yet traditional, its specific, yet intertextual, formation. 

Reflected back upon RS.Thomas's work, questions of social 

roles also prove interesting food for thought. For instance, the 

interchangeable roles of poet, priest and peasant in his work are 

extensively covered in 'Exploring the God-Space; the later poetry of 

RS.Thomas', where Ken Edward Smith directs us to Thomas's 

'Absolution'(l 955), in which 'the peasant fulfils the priestly function that 

the priest for a time cannot fill' 13. This is typical of 'the post-modern 

strategy, which "collapses subjective upon objective poles without, at 

11Anne Price-Owen, 'Provoked by Innocence; a Theme in R.S. Thomas's painting 
poems', Planet: The Welsh Internationalist, 73 (Llandysul: Gwasg Gomer, 
February/March 1989), Planet 73, p66. . 
121.P. Ward, 'The Figure Rooted', chapter 1 of his The Poetry ofR.S. Thomas. 
(Bridgend: Poetry Wales Press, 1987), p20. , 
13Ken Edward Smith, 'Exploring the God-Space; the later poetry of R.S. Thomas~ 
Planet: The Welsh Internationalist, 73 (Llandysul: Gwasg Gomer, February/March 
1989), p54. 
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the same time, having to posit a transcendental principle'"14, but at the 

same time Thomas's stance avoids that of stereotypical 'post

modemism' by reaching beyond the discours~ of art into the 

sociological quarter: 

There . ai:e certain fundamental misunderstandings which may be 
enderrnc rn our secular society. The two professions of priest and poet 
are so divorced in the public eye as to be quite beyond the possibility 
of symbiosis15 

... and the ecclesiastical quarter: 

How can anyone who is not a poet ever fully understand the gospels 
with their accumulation of metaphor? 16. 

Throughout all of this it is the figure in the picture which acts as a 

vehicle and reference-point for these thoughts, and so, of course, in 

many situations we may read for 'personal identity', 'national identity' 

and so on. 

The social role of art in Wales is only really challenged by the 

material questions of patronage, and, in a wider cultural context, 

relevance. The idea of 'commercial viability' is more a part of the central 

issue of the arts than is acknowledged, and international recognition is 

something which has had to be balanced out against a strong national 

identity. This is something which is broached by David Woodford in 

interview. Woodford is ostensibly a proponent of the redundancy of the 

still image, although it transpires that he is merely making the point that 

the twentieth century has forgotten the role of the still image (N.B.: 'he 

supports himself and his family through his paintings'17). The modern 

14&1ward Larrissey, Reading Twentieth Century Poetry: The Language of Gender 
and Objects, (London: Blackwell, 1990), pl 79. Larrissey here is quoting .s..lin,w, by 
&I Dorn, (Berkely: Wingbow Press, 1975). 
issandra Anstey(ed.), R.S. Thomas: Selected Prose, p91. 
16ibid., p90. This note and the one above refer to Thomas's article A Frame for 
~. on p169 of the T.L.S., from 3rd March, 1966. . ... 
17David W oodford's catalogue for: A Celebration of Snowdoma: An Exh1bitton of 
Paintings by David Woodford/Dathlu Eryri Arddangosfa 9 Baentiadau, (The 
National Trust, 1991). 
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question of commercial viability cannot be ignored for much longer, but 

other artists have a more flexible or 'pluralistic' approach to the image. 

Nevertheless, this argument is certainly very important to the issues of 

national/cultural acknowledgement, autonomy, and canonical 

acceptance (prestige, indigenaeity, authenticity). It is discussed at length 

under the later section on The State of the Art, and The Practicalities 

(below). The concept of 'the land' element in 'landscape painting' is 

brought to the fore by the obvious use of different painting styles in the 

exhibition. The founding of the London-based 'Cymrodorion', the 

various stages of 'Celtic Revivalism', the question of Richard Wilson's 

painting (which ultimately held currency in an English-based landscape 

school) serve to confuse this issue, and generally have contributed 

towards the de-centring of the Welsh culture which has occurred. 

R.S. Thomas, and the Modern Poetic Vision 

il Politics in Wales inscribes a 'nationalist/left' conflation which 

denies the simple left/right dichotomy of traditional consumer politics. 

In order to be truly conservative (with a small 'C' - this is not party 

politics) in Wales, one must break the law, must be both reactionary 

and rebellious. Thus, an artist like RS.Thomas is set free from the usual 

opposition between 'post-modernism' and 'liberal humanism', between 

'Marxism' and 'The Right'. This liberation is to be found in his constant 

attempts to discover what could be described as the 'post-colonial 

voice'. 

The preservation of the linguistic mode of expression is 

intertwined with a constant analysis and evaluation of that mode. This 

also has connotations for poetic practices which come out 

background. The outmoded process of 'Empiricism' in 

of this 

critical 
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approaches is condemned in Catherine Belsey's statement that 

Empiricism evades confrontation with its own presuppositions, protects 

whatever procedures and methods are currently dominant, and so 

guarantees the very opposite of objectivity'18. Thomas's poetry is often 

in the form of a singular 'empirical' account, but it is often an 'empirical' 

confrontation with its own expression; it uses a deliberate understanding 

of the status of its own language as a departure point. What sets it aside 

is its consistency as part of a produced (often a painfully foreign) 

discourse. The poem manages to discover within itself constant self

reflexion, and as a result its cultural positioning leaves it beyond the 

self-conscious framework of 'Modernism'. 

ill This factor is encapsulated by the effacement of humankind's 

effectiveness against the force of nature; a method in which Thomas so 

often uses 'the figure against background' to thwart the 'normal' reading 

of a poem. Donald McIntyre picks up on a neat illustration of this in his 

choice of poetry from The Minister: 

The rhythm of the seasons: wind and rain, 
Dryness and heat, and then the wind again, 
Always the wind, and rain that is the sadness 
We ascribe to nature, who can feel nothing ... 
(See Opposite). 

By use of one monosyllable, 'who', Thomas displaces what 

could have been an evocative but simple account of nature into a query 

about exactly what it is that 'we ascribe to nature'. The grammatical 

ambivalence caused by the dilemma of whether it is 'nature' or 'we' that 

'can feel nothing' leads the reader to certain conclusions: if it is 'nature' 

that can feel nothing, then the word 'who', rather than the use of the 

correct 'which', signifies our being brought into existence as 'ascribers', 

18Catherine Belsey, Critical Practice, New Accents (London: Methuen, 1980), p42. 
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and 'displacers', of 'the sadness'. We are thus inscribed into existence by 

the poem, and at once invent a 'sadness' which is not really there a 

priori. Tied in with the underlying dichotomy between an 'intrinsic 

value' and 'value which the reader brings' to the poem, this facet of the 

work exposes two questions and invites a comparison. Firstly, there is a 

notion here that the poem invents the reader/reinvents the speaker, i.e., 

writes back at the poet. Secondly, there is the philosophical question of 

whether humankind invents the concept of Nature, or does Nature 

initiate humankind? 

Humankind is signified in 'the figure' in the painting (McIntyre's 

painting was certainly placed in a position on the layout in St. David's 

Hall which introduced a run of other paintings incorporating 'figures'). 

Donald McIntyre's two works are of different seasons, 'Winter' and 

'Autumn', but are of exactly the same subject-matter. Does this man, 

then, with his flat cap, remain 'summer and winter through'? Perhaps his 

'dwindling acre' is more reminiscent of Ivor Davies' selection 'Senior' 

whose final lines remember the transience of man, even the transience 

of 'the word' as such? Witness: 

A man's shadow 
falls upon rocks that are 
millions of years old, and 
thought comes to drink at that dark 
pool, but goes away thirsty. 
(See Opposite). 

'Senior' is arguably a self-conscious exposition of the process of 

writing, 'the possessiveness/of language' weighs heavily on the 

shoulders of the reader; the restrictiveness of artistic form poses the 

question 'Is there/a sentence without words?' There is a void beyond the 

given structures of communication which is occupied by an enigmatic 

God, broadly characteristic in Thomas's work. Even if this God does 
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have its 'own/media of communication' it is strangely absent here. As 

with so many other concepts, Thomas suggests these ones - 'God', 

'Nature', 'Man' - only to then bring them into question, and turn them 

around to face their own deconstruction. This alienation is repeated in 

David Tress's selection 'That' (See Opposite), in which the abstract 'it' 

is the subject-matter, in which the terms 'love', 'compassion', even 

'hatred', are manifestations of 'Word', and only 'Word' (i.e. as a concept 

in itself). 

They are arbitrary signifiers, constructions of the observer, and 

share the same deictic distance from human 'reality' as the title itself 

does from the object. The poem's 'blank indifference' suggests ultimate 

answers, and yet subsequently denies them: 'if they can be called, 

answers/These grey skies'. This is reminiscent of those last lines of 

'Senior'; even those who experience the strongest human emotion, the 

lovers who 'make their appearance/And vanish', only come to signify an 

irrecoverable transience. The comma which comes after 'if they can be 

called' deliberately splits the line up into two semantic possibilities, and 

poses the whole question of what it is to 'call', label, or describe 

something. The verb is all-important. 

iii}, Welsh arts aside, Thomas's poetry encodes three main 

contemporary poetical influences which are seen in his constant 

preoccupation with the language of his own poems. These are, in the 

Anglo-centric context, the modernist tradition of Eliot, Yeats, Pound; 

the contemporary poets of his age: Hughes, Larkin, and (seen in the 

English context) Dylan Thomas; and his interest in the twentieth 

century visual arts - impressionism, expressionism, dadaist/surrealism 

which is illustrated by Ingrowin~ Thou~hts and Between Here and 

N Thus there are at least two (sometimes conflicting) traditions ow. 
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which constitute the Anglo-Welsh literary background. To exert a 

concept of comfortable closure on RS.Thomas, to describe his poetry 

as simply post-romantic 'nature poetry' leads the argument drastically 

into a corner. Thomas is primarily concerned with the 'nature of nature' 

- of course - but the very condition of the poetry's existence lies in the 

conflicting arguments concerning the chosen 'setting'. As Belinda 

Humfrey puts it, RS.Thomas is 'deliberately anti-romantic ... the poet 

sees the dying landscape, the fields reverting to bare moor, but he does 

not set himself within the landscape'19. In this sense, his work is 

strangely akin to the self-destructive nature of the confessional poetry 

of , for example, Ann Sexton. This 'self-destruction' has been seen as 

the only means of expression available to the marginalised woman in a 

patriarchal world20. 

Thomas will not see the landscape which he describes in terms 

of the English-generated 'picturesque' conception, and seems very 

aware of the mistakes of picturesque precursors such as Gilpin 'who 

provided the opportunity for the mass consumption of the picturesque. 

In doing so ... he jeopardised the scarce cultural commodity he had done 

so much to expound'21 . In this sense, the fact that so much exists in the 

process of perception and description, in the addressing of 

subject/object positions is something which makes this Welsh national 

concept of England peculiarly modern. A contemporary of Thomas, a 

19Belinda Humfrey, 'The Gap In The Hedge: ~.S . Thomas_'s Emblem Poetry', from 
Miraculous Simplicity. ed. by William V. Davis (Fayetteville: ~kansas Press, , 
1993), pl 64. The reason that the poet does not 'set h_ims~lf w1thm the landscape 
may be to do with avoiding the 'arresting' or paralysmg gaze of the 
English/institutional viewpoint. 
20Jnterestingly, the authors of The Empire W~~s Ba?~ tel~ us: :~e ~arallel between 
the situation of post-colonial writing and femm1st wntmg IS str~mg (p7). . 
21Copley/Garside(eds), The Politics of the Picturesque. (Cambndge: Cambndge 
University Press, 1994), p177. 
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fellow countryman and activist, and a person of whom he is very much 

aware
22

, is Saunders Lewis. He describes the act of poetry-writing thus: 

The matter of poetry is not an unwritten poem in the poet's mind. It is 
not a completed _experience for which the poet has to find adequate 
symbol. A poem 1s not the expression of anything already existing nor 
of ~ything that has already occurred unexpressed ... When you' are 
making a poem you are aware of two activities, both essential and 
continuou~··· It i~ not ~at you've got an idea but cannot find the right 
word for it. It Slmply 1s that you haven't yet had the idea, you are 
suspe~ded, waiting, willing, experimenting, evoking, perhaps by 
channng a phrase repeatedly to yourself, fishing for the thing, 
despairing23. 

W The dependence of late twentieth-century art on, above all else, 

that element of 'process' is something which is echoed in Ted Hughes's 

poetry again when, for instance, in his poem 'Thrushes'24, the predator 

exists only in action - and so the poetic 'action' also, of course, is verbal. 

The subject-matter participates in a 'bounce', 'stab', 'devouring of itself. 

The poem is about nature, it seems initially, but it then reveals itself, 

like Thomas's poetry often does, to be about the inescapable cycle of 

production and devouring in which humankind is engaged, as it creates, 

expresses, consumes, destroys idea after idea, image after image. 

Similarly, it is within that 'nexus', that gap between addresser and 

addressee where closure is denied ( or at least abandoned in favour of 

'process'), that the 'activity' of the exhibition takes place. 

Hughes here uses the verb as the centre of expression, 

reiterating Saunders Lewis's point across a cultural divide. Carrying this 

technique over into Thomas's work, the verb which is most in evidence 

is that of 'seeing', 'staring', 'glaring', and general interaction. Indeed, in 

terms of the 'action' which takes place between thought and vision, 

22R.s . Thomas, 'Saunders Lewis', from Welsh Airs, (Bridgend: Poetry Wales Press, 

1987). . E · d 
23S d Le • 'The Poet' from The Arts Artists and Thmkers. an ng_mry. e • aun ers w1s, , , • 
by John M. Todd (London: Longmans, Green & Co., 1958), p78. 
24Ted Hughes, Lupercal (London: Faber, 1960). 



Anne Price-Owen point out that with respect to Thomas's approach to 

paintings: 

This sub~e hifting of thought and image frequently has startlin and 
provocative effects on the reader. g 

. Thi tate ?f fl~ cannot be reproduced in the painter's 
medium where the lillage is fixed and static. However, it must be 
stre sect that many painters have also been keen to reflect thi 
changing tate, by depicting movement in the stillness of thei~ 
works25. 

The concept of 'action' in the form of the verb occupies a central 

position, but shares it, paradoxically enough, with an emptiness. As 

Belinda Humfrey points out, 'the "great poem" will always be a hole, or 

gulf, or gap, or a challenge of endless potentiality, because the poet 

cannot get beyond its "frontier", to find in language his nameless, silent 

elusive God'26
• Thomas's treatment of boundaries, it could be said, is 

presented in the form of a 'mutual appraisal' which takes place between 

the figures in his poetry, between the 'personae' (a favourite expression 

of A.E. Dyson's). He looks to escape the restrictions of this language 

through involvement in its workings, through the process of 'dialogue', 

and thus through the necessary elements of 'prospect' or 'point of view'. 

J.P. Ward says that the 'central characteristic' of the poetry, the 

'metaphors', do not tell the (literal) truth, they put matter to work'27. 

Reminiscent of Thomas's problem with language is Roland Barthes's 

questioning of 'tropes of emptiness which allow us to "discover" new 

25 Anne Price-Owen, p62. Indeed, reference to the Ivor Davies interview (tr~s. 2) 
will reveal, very interestingly for this entire study, that at least one of the artists 
actually thought Thomas's readings of these poems 'strange': . 

The way in which R.S. Thomas responds to the paintings _in Ingrowing 
Thoughts and Between Here and Now is not the way a pamter or art
historian would respond. I'm not saying he got them wrong, but that he has 
a very eccentric perception of them (in the best way). It was not a 
'mainstream' reading of them. He would probably think_the ~~e about m~ 
painting's interpretation of his poetry. He'd probably thmk: ~his _gu; hasn t 
quite got the point of the poem; there's a persp~ctive _he~e which 1sn t R.S. 
Thomas'. Everything's like that. you can never descnbe an event, only 
'interpret' it.(See Anvendix B, trans. 2) 

26Belinda Humfrey, pl 69. 
27J.P. Ward, p45. 



world if th y wer either uninhabited or if not th 1 , , en at east 

"uncontaminated" by We tern culture. Only 'by avoidin 1 ,28 g anguage can 

the viewer avoid thi pre umption. So Barthes can be brought directly 

to bear on the patial re triction in Thomas's poetry, and Belinda 

Humfrey' comm nt that "'emptine s" is an often repeated word' in the 

poetry, particularly aboratories of the Spirit(l975), that there is a 'high 

point of ab ence' in the poetry, can be tied in with articles such as Peter 

Lord' The Beautiful Empty Space'29 which focusses on the 

coloni ation of land cape through art. 

Cultural Incrimination/Cau~ht in 'the Act' 

So the que tion 'I there/a sentence without words?' from 

'Senior' i as relevant to the conception of author and reader as it is to 

the conception of thi 'God Space'. Combined with the fact that 'what 

the poet ee i "a pro pect in the mind" (Wordsworth)130, is the fact 

that what the poet ee i the 'distant figure'. To complicate this further, 

what i een in thi 'di tant figure' is too often a reflection of the 

viewer/poet. Emry Parry' painting of 'The Gap in The Hedge'(1952) in 

some way re-enacts the grittiness of Iago Prytherch's first appearance 

and, interestingly, appears at the entrance to the front room of the 

28This is a description of Barthes's philosophy in Empire of Signs. (Roland Barthes, 
Paris: Seuil, 1970) from p36 of the editors' introduction to Writing Worlds. They go 
on to describe Barthes idea of the travel guides as 'agents of blindness', a term taken 
from his 'Guide Bleu' chapter in Mythologies. (Paris: Seuil, 1957). It is well worth 
reading these essays by Barthes against some of the early travelogues which 
'depicted' Welsh landscape such as William Owen (Pughe)'s Cambria Depicta 

(London, 1816). 
29Peter Lord, 'The Beautiful Empty Space', from his Gwenllian: Essays on Visual 
Culture, (Llandysul: Gwasg Gomer, 1994). On p151, Lord says: 

In my view, there can be no such thing as an amoral image, althou~h a 
distinction does need to be made, as far as the artist are concerned, m terms 
ot intent. There are pictures which the artist and the patron (whose vital 
role is usually forgotten) intend to have specific moral, and therefore 
ultimately behavioural implications; and then there are those who suppose 
themselves to be objectivists, whose images convey value systems, only, as 

it were, by default 
30Belinda Humfrey, p165. 

• 



e hibiri n. Thi 1 

which I wa n up 

po tbl tarting point for viewing (a suggestion 

n b the Exhibition Officer at St. David's Hall), 

an p rh p an pt on , c n idering, too, the 'act of seeing'31 which J.P. 

';) , c n id o fundamental to thi poem. J.P. Ward's analysis of 

'. "":•:.figure' in th c nt t of 'Th Watcher'(1961) is informative: 

This poet finds that an individual and as a poet, is a watcher, 
that he mu t watch, that thi is the mode of his poetry and that this 
will n t be hanged. 

Consequ ntly, it m that Prytherch is not a particular 
pe n, n r only a generalisation of persons ... Rather, he is a drawing
out o the JX)Ct' oth r lf, but through the mode of the others who 

mpel hi gaze32 

Lesli Jone ulate about the power given to R.S.Thomas 

~y hi po 1ti n pn t in the community, and sees the poet-priest 

com ination a a pot! ntiall dangerou one, particularly in the way the 

watcher/wat h d dial ti c me out in the poetry: 'R.S.Thornas is a 

man that' en left al ne o I wonder what his priesthood was for? '. 

Jone ' painting to ~ mpany the poem 'Girl'(1966) is a very striking 

one rn th e hibition and it could be said that he has succeeded in 

capturing th gl y uperficiality of skin-tone in an arresting, almost 

voyeuri tic, way. 

i,ji:l 

And her breath that 
A v or fl ers, or d 
Her hand "th its red n 
In mine, and examin her eyelids' 
Mascara, and hat left 
Of her bro d her teeth manage 
, me laughter that br I china 
Upon me. 

gel girl, 
'i'f!th your propped charm and your 's 
t :nkering with the wind 

t the nostril, need you care 
W':lat I think? Half the world 
• ~ itates at its dull prayers, 
/ti:, its soul skids suddenly on your stocking. 

31 J.P. Ward, pl4. 
32ibid., p21. 

Leslie Jones:• !iid 



Ah! 

There's no 8'(D1l8 round 
It's a hdl of a thing, he 
To prove ir. What he said 
The rrurh. I would makt di/Ttm11 
Provision: for such llesh itRllg\' 
Exits down less /iey pilhs. Bur !ht God 
We worship fashions rhe world 
From such rormen~ and I"\"')' e 
Decorates ir with its tribute al blOCld 
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-

How 

painting, 

exi tent 

R .. Thom ' ( 

23 

1 m r inter ted in talking about the other 

n in which he bring several different pre

r perhap m a imilar methodology to 

tum by Ben Shahn' from H'm, 1972): 

hahn w f Dag Hammarskj6ld' political statements in the 
pai • 'Ah! ' Al o, that one there is octume'. So in 

h , thi picture d pie the threat of the atomic bomb, 'and 
the d m n pattern of d m n on the itt.er' boulder). I've changed that 
to th demoo 'alwa on R.S.Thomas's boulder'. I think that 
R. . Th m h a d mon on hi houlder. He also writes poems 
which are preci d ripti. n of painting . He doesn't take it beyond 
i pi tu fram , n1 hi re ponse to the painting. Toe demoo ti.es in 
with Th m ' auitud towards industry, and urban society 
( methin whi h I try to repre nt with the area of red on the right). 

o, oin within th painting, you have Ben Shahn's painting, then a 
large can wh re Th m the author is coming out to write the 
poem, and in th b round • a tatement of urban society. So its 
playin about with t men' ideas, two men's writing. 
R: - or ma be three - your own? 
L: But I'm n1 a pe tator.33 

Th pr eding argument que tions that role of 'spectator', 

which, though in conflict ith Jone ' claim here, ties in with his deep 

cynici m of 'Thoma -the-Prie t' el ewhere. J.P. Ward's analysis of the 

poetry run thu : 'The image we take away from reading these poems is 

that of the prie t atching even taring, at a lone worker in a field and 

trying to make omething of what he sees'34• Ward goes on to mention 

the poem 'The Watcher'(1961), which runs: ' ... the men busy/In ways 

never to be divulged/To the still watcher beyond the glass'. He 

conclude : 'In "The Watcher" it is the watching itself that is finally 

grasped'35_ 

33see Leslie Jones interview (Appendix B, trans. 4). 
34J.P. Ward, pl4. 
35ibid., p21. 
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n 

Romanti 

RS.Thom 

ti ' I 

Ha ino br u
0 ht th int 

f Arnoldian Celtic Mysticism and 

mi t I magi ·m can be traced in the poetry of 

I • n w in the Welsh national identity itself. 

t the fore Thoma works subtlely and 

y temati all t und mtlne them. ubverting these, and many other 

'over- impli ti f hi work. He exposes an ambivalence 

about God mment· that he is both self-reflexive and 

spiritual n t urpri i _ .E. D) on gi ing it a theological slant, 

de ribe it chu ·: 

The m t f) of d and evil i · , after all, central; and in Thomas it is 
all th more im re ·1\e for not being identified with partly faked or 

perficial dilcmm u h a pre-modem versus modem, civilised 
c u uncivili . ore n urban ersu rural, but rather found in the 

inner te ion of th pe pl he knows best36 

The fi 0 ure of Iago Prycherch although obviously identified as a 

specifically el h character, al o exists as a figure across 

culrural/generic/hi tori al boundaries. Prytherch shares his debut, in 

fact, with the imilar figure in Taliesin 1952'(An Acre of Land, 1952). 

This reference to the original hape hifter also puts us in mind of David 

Jones's recurring figure Talie in'. A.E. Dyson says: 'Iago has an 

elemental reality and power... this is not unlike Gray's ambiguous 

feelings for the "unlettered dead" of his ''Elegy"'37. Dyson goes on: The 

poet more than half identifie with them, or wishes to in their simplicity; 

yet draws back from the thought of really being unlettered and uncouth 

hirnse1f38. Prytherch 's hifting and enigmatic interpretation, which J.P -

Ward calls 'curious luminosity'39, benefits simultaneously from both an 

36A.E. Dyson, Yeats, Eliot, and R.S. Thomas: Riding the Echo, (London: 

Macmillan, 1981), p297. 
37ibid., p294. 
38ibid., p294. 
39J.P. Ward, pl4. 



The Prayer 

He kneeled down 
dismissing his orisons 

as inappropria1e; one by one 
!hey came 10 his lips and were swallowed 

but wi1hou1 bile. 
He fell back 

on an old prayer; Teach me 10 know 
what 10 pray for. He 

Jis1ened: after lhe wea1her of 
his asking, no still, small 

voice, only 1he parade 
of ghosts, casualties 

of his pas! in1ercessions. He 
held OUI his hands, cupped 

as 1hough 10 receive blood, leaking 
from life 's side. They 

remained dry, as his mou1h 
did. Bui 1he prayer formed: 

Deliver me from lhe long drought 
of lhe mind. Lei leaves 

from lhe deciduous Cross 
fall on us, washing 

us dean, turning our autumn 
10 gold by lhe affluence of !heir founlain 

,. 

r"1VTld,. 1lfE PM YEil 
Aa)11&fAay1Jc 1995 Tony Gobi, 
MalnrJSiu, U- • 15' 
~_,btsp/n,l.,. TlfEPftAYDl 
Co&a,,/ l'bmts I/HS /WO O M Dent. 1993, cud Pl!F 270) 
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'elem nta.1' r no t' 

child'40 hara t r. H 
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din and 'fluid', Jungian 'mythological 

r nd red a my tical symbol of Wales 

whi h uld ' h n r' if 't u hed' b l anguage or he can be a collective 

vehi l f; r all th an f twentieth-century human identity v . 1'.en 

Edward mith n (1 7) ay that poem like 'Abersoch' Th 
' e 

Moor' and ' 

parallel ith 

ill u trated in T n 

(See Oppo it . Th 

L mal m menL.. with Ted Hughes, the myths are 
tern of the great Modernists, but varying 
th t. mbod the ~ux of being: attempts to pin 
logical tructure ignore this key element of the 
and recycling in hi work 41 

tr tm nt of ontological issues may be used in 

a ut ubj t/object interchange. This is 

naibution to the exhibition, The Prayer', 

i again not about the God to which a 

prayer ould be addr ed but about the process of composing that 

prayer. li er me from the long drought/of the mind' 

is curiou ly Ji mini nt of Eliot' 'Wa teland'. It is interesting to see 

Goble interpr t th p rn in a cilicular en e in his painting, despite the 

fact that other of Th m ' poem are much more overtly cyclical. In 

any case, Smith goe on to de cribe the poetry as 'embracing the 

tran cendent and the mundane in the same vision'42. Thomas himself, 

when compared to other of hi time, ays: 

In Hughe there • a urface brilliance, a verbal power that dazzles but 
di guis an emptine underneath - the same with Sylvia Plath. What 

4°'This is a link which David Blamires makes between 'The role that Taliesin plays 
in the Welsh legend' and the Jungian phenomenon which 'has various forms: now a 
god, giant, Tom Thumb, animal, etc.' (David Blamires, David Jones, Artist and 
Writer (Manchester: 1971), p202). Blamires cites Jung, The Archetypes and ~e 
Collective Unconscious ew York: 1959), pl 61. It is on the same page Blamrres . 
talks about Taliesin's 'numinous significance in the twentieth century'. I tho~ght this 
particularly relevant because of the affiliation between Thomas and Jones pointed 
out by Ward, who claims that Thomas's The Minister' was influenced (as well as by 
T.S. Eliot) by David Jone 's T he Sleeping Lord'. 
41Ken Edward Smith, p55. 
42ibid., p61. 
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l'm a 
ma 
ru ral 
primiti 
lifi 43 _ 

m n trat th t man is piritual E thr 
h 

. . • ven ough the 
m hi divin nature I've be thro • • en ugh life in 

m . nh, ea, manure. It could be seen as th 
h with man • e , a JU t another creative part of 

a tud m by an English man, the 

per pectiv ti n f art in Wale in this study shares that 

same intrin i which Brian Morris identifies as 

charact ri ti in h m ' P try. It exp rirnent with the rhetoric of 

escape fr m th n nn f th ' ut ider' language can only venture so 

far. The 'id l gi al tat apparatu ' are engaged within the discourse 

of this project it elf ~ r b pr po ing a uppo edly balanced dialectics( 

the affordan f a ( ingular radical alternative/escape in itself delimits 

and propo e a , a binary opposition between dominant 

and marginal. Thi ultim ~ ly n lo e and re tricts artistic expression. 

So 'communi ati n' mu t play i elf into the hands of the controlling 

(media) in tituti n . Th ubver ion ofarti tic norms in Wales serves as 

much for th liberation of art internationally as it does for the 

nationalism of Wale it lf. However, to create a different/new agenda 

is to create a new di cour e with which to address the boundaries of 

that social containment to 'open-up' the arts, to create a new Wales. 

From a po t-colonialist point of view, Iwan Bala and Ivor 

Davies, most notably, have a practical and pro-active attitude towards 

the 'imaging' of natural Wales. Davies, having published such articles as 

the 'Matters Arising' note on Art of Wales; A response to the W.A.C.'s 

Review of Policies for the National Arts and Media Strategy
44

, 

43Timothy Wilson's article in The Guardian, 15th September, 1972, from Critical 

Writings on R.S. Thomas. 
44Planet: The Welsh Internationalist, 93, pp112-113. 
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ernpha i th im n pt 

En oura nt 

the polici f 

th Engli h-based 'Council for the 

' (C.E.M.A.), hedding light on 

ntral 'Art Council of Great 

Britain' ( it h n 

~ tocracy of a puritanical and well
ted th 1r own value . A missionary •• . vili . . spmt 

an mpue, discouraging anything 
un th n replaced by natives who confonned 

Militant and radi al thi 

He continu : 

D nald 

Wale 19 -1 

nitud ma be but relevant, too, it transpires. 

ril n med with the encouragement of 
n", be courageous about the rights of 

trospecti ve and other exhibitions, thereby 
an d el ping a culture. 

in hi 

pl ·n 

a on 'Mu eums and Galleries in 

m of the complications involved in 

'developing a ultur 'in thi 

An of an kind mu t ha e a patron, and fine art must have a wealthy 
patron. But patr h more than one aspect. First, someone has to 
decid wh t • to be created· ndly there has to be a consumer to 

ultin reation- thirdly, someone has to pay for the 
expe f th creation. But that is not the end: someone has to 
provid a, mmodati n for what • made. 'The role of the patron is 
thu mple , a it would be more accurate to say that several 
different pa.tro uld be involved in any given tranSaction. 

45 

A a re ult of the n ed for patronage, Moore later concludes 

thus: What has reall happened in the quarter-century or so covered by 

this survey? .. . The work of the Art Council of Great Britain and the 

Wel h Art Council ha permeated every sort of artistic activity'. This 

permeation 1 een in a generally positive light by this Welsh Arts 

Council report, in that the e two institutions were supporting Welsh 

Arts, and attempting to make them more 'mainstream'. Eric Rowan 

45Meic Stephen (ed.), The Arts in Wales: 1950-1975., chapter 4, (Cardiff: Welsh 

Arts Council, 1979), p88. 



th pr u ti n · n 

cond mnin it in r 

European/ m n n rt ar 

H 

m 

it 

nd 

al during the nineteen-fifties 
' 

'in bility' to compete with the 

ing 'the international' and 'the 

3:"d culpture being created and 
ll n d pend on whether one has 

int of view. By the wider 
in Wale were hermetic, even 

p rhap th tim f ritin (th entie ) explains the not-

o-well-e tabli h m m world (certainly Europe), a 

lot can i t in th 

whil t till being 

Dafydd ap m 

peopl 

being 

point of 

n 

in r l ti 

ultural 'nati nali m' or 'national identity', 

ur ntri '. Certainly, according to 

lyn-y-Weddw are very often made by 

f al than th Engli h, through themselves 

riry language. To accept Rowan's 

lyn-y-Weddw exhibition would be 

a betrayal oi ed agenda amongst all the artists 

involv d, in luding th t him lf. Thi i the objection to the Anglo-

centricity n oded in R an' pr umption . 

From th publi patronage/mi representation/exclusion 

perspective T m olt one of Alex Campbell's favourite writers 

incidentally) wittily qu ri the power of 'the public' in terms which 

seem relevant. He in fact i referring to art internationally when he 

writes of: 

what i o often d cribed a the lag between "the artist's discoveries" 
and "public acceptance". Public? The public plays no part in_ the 
proces wha oever... Toe notion that the public accepts or reJects 
anything in Modern Art, the notion that the public scorns, ignores, 

46ibid., p60. 
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indi "dual arti t • merely romantic 

th social themes, insisting 

f an in Wale misinscribes a 

that product is irrelevant and 

f thinking illu trated by Rowan, 

1 h rt Council to Wales itself in 

hi book ..:!,.Th,!ili:....L.t.:iou:.~.x.i......¥.&.....u.i=~~ fact the stifling of an 

mplex relationship with, and 

noi re-definition is best illustrated 

f R. .Thomas' emergence in the 

indigenou 

dependenc up n 

by Roland Mathi ' 

nineteen-fifti 

If, in 
relati 
before that 
thi had d 
w •. 
Lon l 

comm 
joum 
that 

in Anglo-Welsh writing became 
nic bitteme of the silent years 
the ame time, it is clear that all 
happening, or could happen, in 
his[R.S.Thomas's] recognition in 
li of the Principality could have 

the means of publicity and 
·de Wale , by newspapers and 

m London there was no other way 

It i to ard a freed m from that 'communication control' -

which i , in effect a ulture ontroVidentity control - that Peter Lord's 

analysis of the abo e ituation i directed. Lord tells us that 'no culture 

function without a comple vi ual language, and so, in the absence of 

an indigenou tradition the visual tradition of a competing culture is 

47Tom Wolfe, The Painted Word ( ew York: Bantam, 1976), p25. The situation 
which Prys Morgan de ribes, which was talcing place in eighteenth century Wales, 
whereby 'Wales did not ha e a network of learned or academic institutions to check 
and balance myth and in ention with criticism' (Prys Morgan, 'From Death to a 
View; The Hunt for the el h Past in the Romantic Period' chapter 3 of Toe 
Invention of Tradition , ed. by Eric Hob baum/ference Ranger, (Cambridge: 
Cambridge Univer ity Pre , 1983), p99.) is precisely what Dafydd ap Tomos an~ 
Peter Lord are making ure is not repeated. The involvement of Glyn-y-W~d~ with 

the public at a local and national cale is omething which is unique to mmonty 
language culture, and may be rightly cherished. 
48Roland Mathias, 'Literature in English' from The Arts in Wales: 1950-1975• 
chapter 7, p216. 
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inrrodu ed'49 _ It i n l th purpo 

of wheth r r n t th r h 

f thi rudy to inve tigate the issue 

i ted an indigenou and autonomous 

ry P rtinent that Lord goes on: 'Our vi ual art ·thin al 

lack of onfid n 

a we take th 

•so Th. 1 con umer . 1 

arrociou 1 man 

UC it i 

u fr m taking our own product as seriously 

f th r ulture ' both as makers and as 

nfid n ' ha led to allowing the creation 

th 'gi en' to the Wei h by England to be 

run on the basi of electing artists who 

made ignifi ant ' ntributi n to the British chool of painting'[my 

italic )5 1• 

Lord nd mn th mu urns and galleries which have been 

controlled in th p ntrali ed/in titutional committees for their 

'comparati ' attirud hi h i nore the independence of Welsh culture. 

He de cribe h th mu urns and gallerie showed only Welsh art 

which 'mimicked' th a th ti of Engli h high art. 'Unfortunately', says 

Lord, 'quality in th mind of th kind of people who were in a position 

to create uch in tirution identified within high art culture ... Its 

display was not int nded to elucidate the indigenous culture but to 

evaluate the national ta te for the benefit of outsiders, and in so doing 

act as an arbiter of good taste for insiders'52
• 

49Peter Lord, The Aesthetics of Relevance, ed. by Meic Stephens, (Llandysul: 

Gwasg Gomer, 1993), p8. 
SO·b·ct 8 1 1 ., p . 
Sl·b·ct 1 1 ., p32. 
52ibid., p32-33. 
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il raditi< n 

n t d th 

heritag t 

of our lv 

'Repr 

m 

r 

h 

m n \ I h 

.' ht! u d to uppon the 

I ur l u onomy it must also be 

an earlier century and 
e? What a lack of self-

l o patronise the past by 
3 Ly, and al o to be flattered by it, 

p up th good work53 

• ul ural uronomy' are issues which are 

n. Inde d, Da ·d Lowenthal points out 

n e of identity'54 , The past 

t pre em needs. We reshape our 

m odem term : we seek to make it pan 

p n of it'55 . In the words of Paul Ricoeur 
' 

ci n to th pa t i - no longer a question 

po ed b th hi mrian but b th phi lo opher. It concerns the manner of 

thinking hi tory rath r than hi torical knowledge'56
• 

\Vhen all' aid and done it eems that any discussion of the 

Wel h p t mu t in ol th idea of 'the view', of 'vision'. Much of 

R.S.Thoma ' poetry ha be n de cribed as 'visual', and the Welsh 

land cape i often th focu of hi subject-matter. This is perhaps the 

area in which the philo ophi of his poetry are most hopeful, as the 

attempt to bridge the gap between 'then' and 'now' is in constant play. In 

the mo t popular poem in the Plas Glyn-y-Weddw exhibition, Welsh 

Landscape' Thomas float and flaunts this interplay between past and 

53Julian Bame , Flaubert's Parrol, (London: Cape, 1984), p130. . 
54David Lowenthal, The Past is a Foreign Country, (Cambridge: Cambri

d
ge 

Universily Press, 1985), pl 97. 
55ibid., p348. . 2 
56Paul Ricoeur, The Reali Ly of Lhe Historical Pasl, (MIiwaukee: 198

4
), P • 



Welsh Landscape 

To live in Wales is to be conscious 
At dusk of the spilled blood 
That went to the making of the wild sky, 

1 Dyeing the immaculate rivers 
In all their courses. 
It is to be aware, 
Above the noisy traetor 
And hum of the machine 
Of strife in the strung woods, 
Vibrant with sped arrows. 
You cannot live in the present, 
Al least not in Wales. 
There is 1he language for instance, 
The sofi consonants 
Strange to 1he ear. 
There are cries in the dark at night 
As owls answer the moon, 
And chick ambush of shadows, 
Hushed at the fields ' corners. 
There is no present in Wales, 
And no future; 
There is only the past, 
Brittle with relics, 
Wind-bitten towers and castles 
With sham ghosts; 
Mouldering quarries and mines; 
And an impotent people, 
Sick with inbreeding, 
Worrying the carcase of an old song. 

Tdtl/Tltleo WEI.SH l.ANDSCAPE 
Olew/Oil I 995 Em,ys Pany 
Maint/Slze: 36" X 24" 

Y:wryddwJ,d gan/lhSpllld by, WEI.SH I.ANDSCAPE 
CQ/l«ttd l'oans 1945-1990 O.M. Den~ 1993, rudJ poge 3 7) 
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in th pr ntJ 1 t east not in Wales' 
' 

nn t tion . On the one hand, the 

th ali nated feel of the poem -

t-m n r - mu t not be sought in the 

'noi era l r/ nd th h m but in the awareness 'above' 

ignified in the poem by the 

juxtapo ition of the adjectives 

10 the lines The soft 

the thin 

cenrrall -

I oft' and I tran 

con nant / tr 

pl 

Th m1 

ym 

the ' ind- in n t 

le -do n th 

remindin u th t 

ambi al nt 'm ul 

Parry' m iti 

1 e plored in an 

p 

Ul 

t 

n 

th 

rin ' th1 

m nta.l 

' 1 n an ethereal phoneticism to the 

Ul d and thi i brought to full 

neo-gothic fascination with 

ith ham gho t ' both sets-up, and 

tin n concepts out of old, 

t di the future is born. The 

h~ -in-d th' i picked-up on by Emrys 

th titl . The earthy theme of decay 

through the ymbol of the corpse. 

Although an ab tr t pi it -ena t the hinting denial found in the 

poem of onta t - thr u h th ' area ' - between death and life, earth 

and ky land ape and hi tory death and rebirth. Sensibly enough, this 

is one of the op nin in the atalogue. (See Opposite). 

There are rtain in titution which Thomas is no doubt aware 

of: the Llywarch Hen p m the Mabino~. the writings of Thomas 

Pennant, Pugh Gra ' The Bard even Wilson's painting, amongst 

other . To ee the ork only in the light of the above would be to 

ignore the main moti ation of Thoma 's poetry, which is surely the issue 

of a muffled voice the i ue of the inability to 'speak', the issue of 
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aril influen eel by Welsh 

ll-d fined or clear-cut. 

1 h P t i interestingly 

ie ; The Hunt for the 

riod' 7 and re eals orne of the 

hi l ri al id ntity of the Welsh I . ago 

infinite! complicated by these 

the 'bridling' of Wales's 

t t a far back as Henry 

himself, it may be registered 

to thi cultural and 

will al h hl with a traightforward 

ttitud .H 1mpre e upon his audience 

that, for in tan 

to/admirin I 

n cur i 'an r-r n wed/ mphony to be likened 

n hate er in truments/the 

generation put int ' ndant ' from E perimentin~ with an 

t m nt that 'from the tart Thomas tried to Amen 19 6). J. . ard' 

57Pry rgan , • 1 • Th Hunt for the elsh Past in the 
Rom P ri m ung to om pare hi cynical mention of the 
deliberate proh~ r u n f th Cantre'r G aelod legend with I wan Bala's positive 
reworking of it. 'It' a m t.aph r t r lan uag , a metaphor for culture. This apathy of 
the watchman h 1 t th aL r dro n a ulture, a people, and a "voice".' (see I wan 
Bala interview, L--W~~~• tra . 1). Both Bala and Davies are interested in 
reworking the trad1uon r ardl • of h ther it is 'inherently authentic'; and also in 
flying in the face of th upp iu n that anything which is political is culturally 
specific, and th ref re not 'uni al'. organ, however, talks about Cantre'r 

Gwaelod in the rm : 
T.J. Priti hard in fa t part of a ide movement which tried to make the 
Wel h und r Land that th ir landscape mu t be cherished, and in order to 
make th · !ear to common folk gave each tick and stone historical and 
human intere L One of Prit hard' poem was The Land Beneath the Sea', 
about Cantre'r Gwaelod, the Lowland Hundred which lay under Cardigan 

bay ... (p 6 . 
Morgan talk about thi in the context of the Beddgelert myth (the unjustly . 
murdered faithful dog, Gelert, uppo edly buried at the village of that name), which 

was: 
a clever adaptation of a well-known international folk-tale. It is a good 
instance of the kind of complex myth-making which went on in a thousand 

places.(p 6) 
58ibid., p46. 
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but an indi ation of th e attempt 

m h1 h hi poetry tackles. 

nti rnporary of Thomas's) who, 

no all ·an to any movement... 

pr d of tho e new ideas that 

ma not be pinned down to 

that known as the 'modernist' 

t thi 1 0 neither Jones nor 

of hat Lord call 'those Welsh 

n to e tabli h the worthiness 

• nalism in Anglo-Welsh wntmg 
• t th ironic bitterne s of the 

th wa . At the rune time, it is 
hat was happening, or could 
means of his recognition in 
f th Principality could have 

means of publicity and 

59J.P. Ward, p2 . 
60Eric Rowan, Th ' hapter of The Arts in Wales; 1950-1975. p60. Ceri 
Richards i d ri a b Eri Rowan: The tide of modem art 
passed o er him and h n r affected b the new movements such as Pop Art 
and Hard Edge Painling'(p 7). I lea di u ion of where artists like these stand in 
relation to accept d 'main trearn' art LO ritic like Peter Lord, or, for that matter, 

Tom Wolfe. 
61 Peter Lord, 'The yth of Richard ilson' chapter of Qwenllian; Essays on Visual 
Culture, pl 60. On the ubj t of 'modemi m' the reader is very much encouraged to 
refer to the David oodford inter i w in which Woodford argues a non-post
modern denial of twentieth century art. Woodford has a very outspoken opinion on 
the nature of art ('he' certainly thought about it', says Lord) - at l~t. he s~s ~e 
discus ion of what i 'art' and what i n't as relevant. His point of VIew conSiSLS 

10 
a 

subtle and removed approach. He elucidate in his essay 'A Place in the Mi
nd

,, in 
his catalogue to the Oriel Ynys on exhibition, (Oriel Ynys Mon, 199

4
), 



' b new papers and 
, th re was no other way 

Wal int it 

point put the ans in 

-impo ibility of a true 

I of the prison are constructed 

ngli h language itself. Thomas's 

awaren 

radi al 

rperuall ntain and delimits his 

pp nt r in tan in the frustrated 'scorn 

3 

h th Wei h have been 'imaged' in 

the pa t i ~ rth m 

ntury tourism ... tie in with the 
" between eighteen seventy and 

Celtic pect, because O.M. 
ery much "Modernists", 

f Wales as a modem 
"imaged" was almost 
( despite the fact that 

at thi point lived in an 

high manti 'in ider' perspective at this time. 

Thi typ omparable to R.S.Thomas's 

image of Th igu R t d' and open a very interesting discussion. 

62Roland Malhi . 'Liti rature in Engli h' hapter of The Arts in Wales: 1950-1975, 

p216. 
63Thi is a quotation from Timoth il on' article in The Guardian, 15th 
September, 1972. It reap m Cnucal Writings on RS, Thomas. p68. Wilson 
goes on to quote hat R. . Th rn about 'The Small Window' (see Gwyneth 

Torno ). Of engl' h toun h th y are: 
' ymbol - th ha th power to di rupt, they come in their numbers, they 

de troy what th are looking for. I expre sed it in a poem, The Small 
Window'. al i a mall country - its quietness and beauty can't be 
thrown open to th rn . hen you ee people sitting on these rocks with 
their tran islOr radio making and reading newspapers, it becomes a 
triviali ation of life ... they can't see birds, butterflies, archaeological 
remain - th y ha en't got that kind of awareness. So they fall back on what 
modem life pro id to fill the gap - the jabber of the radio, the press, the 

plastic world(p69). 
This is, in some way , reminiscent of T.S. Eliot's views on educational awareness 
(see 'Tradition and the Indi idual Talent', from The Egoist, 1919). 
64From an interview with him on 5th July, Aberystwyth. 
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mism' as seen in 

i teddfod An and 

lJl al h come from 
would direct all his 

untrym n to appreciate their 

hi h 'refonner ' of this period 

n i ted in that curious blend 

In rdcr l m in ti n f 'multi-media' art uch as that 

. ary to envi age a number 

th r al and pla tic arts in an 

'ekphrasnc' p n in I m nrary blueprints that may be 

empl yed . th n hi p inrin m may con ist of a direct 

'tran p in n', f m n m ·um t an the or on the other hand, the 

relation hip ma 

complete and li ral! d partur 

vi ual repre entation, for instance, a 

m the 'obvious' interpretation. 

Thi pectrum f di rent po 1 ilitie can contain concepts of visual 

mim i , enactm nt f tyl r tructure etc. It is given further 

potential by the natur f th poetry i elf what A.E. Dyson describes 

as 'the • • eerie berw n m and poem' in other words, 'the 

65Cited by Peter Lord chapter 3 of The Aesthetics of Relevance. 
66The broad term 'ill trati n' i too often confu ed with the process of 
'transposition' from one m di um to another with negative undertones. However, 

th
e 

concept of the tenn 'illu trati n' mu t not be reduced to this; the subject of its 

definition evoking a whole n w di u ion in itself. 



summer 
You would think sometimes that summet ne-:er comes 
To the farmer in his fields, stripped by the wmd 
To the blue bone, or impotent with snow 
You have become used to his ascetic form 
Moving within its cell of leafless trees. 
Not so: his blood uncurls with the slow sap, 
Stretching itself among its sinuous boughs:_ 
His blood grows hot, the singing cloak of fl_1es, 
worn each day, bears witness: the stones rmg 
fierce echoes of his heat: he meets hirnSelf 
Everywhere in the smell of the ripe earth. 

II 

Td/VTfdL WINTU 
Dyfrllw/Waura,lour 1995 WUllam Selwyn 
~ l/S~lt ·x1Y 
Ysb,ydolwyd grmtlnspunl by· SUMMER from An acr, q/ land. 
=~~Co. Newtown. 1952. I\ICIJ poa,e JO) 
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t int rpretation contained 

n th hole which is the 
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l thi n 1 

pi of an i of course, still 

din '. Once Banhes's idea 

ab rbed the validity of 

Ut in me way irrelevant, 

Orne open to any and 

n xt. Thi new spectrum 

re hing across various 

l the de traction of 

not to say that it 

ht for i 0 n objectivity. Its 

m it elf born out of accepted 

ith ome degree of anarchic 

f illiam elwyn's methods of 

practice, as well as 

compri in 

critical! attribuL 

ation of the poetry69 may be 

mu h h nn n uti and arti tic value as any notion 

67A.E. D 
68Toe 'ob I rp taUon i conditioned by a 'given' idea of 
social hie ,call pre ribed by 'ruling class', a post-
Marxi t cri i en rise to the adjectives 'bourgeois', and 
'tyrannical' hool for in ranee, when referring to any set 
of value w i own exi tence. A condition of post-
moderni m, his foreword to The Post-Modem 
Condition: Fran • Lyotard, trans: Geoff 
Benningto 19 6 'The breaking up of the 
Grand arrati • in rand tive' is seen as the product 
of a society which i 1 y driven. 'Dissent' from a socially 

'progres ive' narrati nL, et . 
69'Surnmer' (19 2) _ mpani with the perhaps tellingly entitled 
painting 'Winter', and Farmer'(l952). 
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-work. As Le lie 

it ould be an invocation of 

now obsolete, not 

th traditional style of 

ppl me of the kitsch 

d em r into a completely 

n pre-ordained in any 

it lf. 

' open ad.mis ion of 

n hahn. ( ee Above). Here, 

t h has copied it, in order 

onte t. There are at least 

to bear in the creation of this 

th ju tapo ition of the two paintings -

•ithin a frame as a new painting. The 

m i lf to pro ide yet another radical 

no familiar with Ben Shahn's work, 

f hat it is about. Is it thus relevant 

ircum ranee ? 

Bringin thi in fa t to bear on Thomas's poetry, it is 

intere ting to point ut that there ha e been a wealth of readings of the 
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r ntological viewpoint 

literary context of 

plifie a modern 

of th American, John 

Larri sey, 'every 

be what confuses 

ti n la o Prytherch? 

th arti repre ented in the 

in th ir attitude towards art and 

that there i an element 

of I ilhin th ir ttit to ard pace, seeing, 

und tandm . 

al a h 

urroundin 

communit 

exhibiti n f 

exhibit:i n and it i n 

exhibi~ r in th all 

I ha 

and rin 
important than th 

Bala' wn p 

• ual an in Wales have 

1 • n hip with their practical 

p • n tin and bardry, for instance, 

On the le el of art in the 

rd' n m with the display and 

ntal to the discu ion of this 

in id n that Iwan Bala, also an 

livin on thi peninsula surrounded by 
d thi little world squashed/crushed 

ph affecting people's "mentality". 
a ood tlring in opening-out the arts in 

to th r. po "bly, the ideas are more 

bem hown.71 

upati n with 'place' is illustrated in his 

accompanying leafl t t a prin exhibition in Aberystwyth Arts Centre, 

7°Larri ey' u e of th p 1 m fa t in connection with a description of . 
Ashberry' 'Daffy Du in H ll woocl' Q-louseboat Days. ew York, 1977), wh_er_e it 
denotes Daffy' idea of 'Hell'. T en from Reading Twentieth Century PoetrY. ibid., 
p176. 
71Robyn Torno ''R .. yn yr Ori I' . in the Gallery') - on the exhibition at Plas 
Glyn-y-Weddw. ~ (Lland ul: G g Gomer, June 15, 1995), p19. 
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"', and goes on 

ual 

"( trans: "Longing" 
the paintings and 

attem peed to deal 
emotional, that is 
"home". 

n tru ti n of the painting meant a 

m ith th idea that 'a state of 

'in-tran it" and never "home". 

n pla real or imagined, 

th -dimen ionality of his 

paintin h at th Plas Glyn-y-Weddw 

ex.hibiti n n th HA GE paintings begin 

to n th ir n n to map the terrain of this 

imagined pl d e of it a home'72 encapsulates a 

proliferating a p 

pointing it ut t th 

r arnin n f hi involvement with this 

lU n ut hat hould be in there, then 

f th idea as if it 'confirms' or 'fulfils' 

the uni ali f that id a. Thi illu ion of 'topographical closure', 

which ha led to th ircular pr e of landscape creation, re

presentation in pi rure then a proliferation of the same artificial 

relation hip of human t natur rai e the questions: 'How authentic is 
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74Fintan O'Toole, Hiraeth pl o. 
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a real sense of 

talo Fintan O'Toole 

Captain Cook73_ 

n quane with the idea 

ri • nal material has been 

ho through in odd 
' 

de cription of a 

hi h i acrually very 

Ul th 'deliberate confusion 

same self-conscious 

it i intere ting to note 

thu : 
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] can produce a 
Ive into the next, 

with something Eric 

hamp one of the 56 Group 

erebral [a opposed to 

and metal in severe, 

quality of the materials and 

in at for in tance, Iwan Bala's 

n that he i aware of the work of 

th ide . If o, then this is proof of 

' poem on Cooke's last voyage in 
n Coo ' doctor, who was also the 
ell w also a bard and great friend of 
t •iolo' was 'delighted by the idyllic 
Polyn ia, see p64 of The Invention of 

75 Anne Price-Owen ~ 7 p62. 
76'The Visual Arts' chapL r in .1.T!!.!he~urts~1!.!!·n..ll.lal!!:le~s~: ~12:...:5;:,,..0-~12 ... 7..5.--
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1 int n and 

tntere ting to 

landscape 

, : '"Land", and 

i identity'77. 

tran • 1) but a 

n f image to text is 

poetry in que ti.on, 

ape are of the 

i forgotten). A 

it in a frame'7 . Bala's 

comfortingly 

bout 'pro pect theory' 

thi ffi t were received 

• • ymbols; their 
ation above the 

gg t viewpoints 
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f th dialogue between 'seer' and 

tied in with the discussion of 
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A Land 

Their souls are something smalln;~ aoove chem 
chal1 che mou 

and give chem more uouble. hed 
They are not touc . 

eicher by che sun rising at mommg 
th n setting at evening. 

or e su Th are all in shadow 

pal
e and wtndini themselves about each other 

inhibiting growth, 

Death lives in this village, the ambulance plies 
baCk and fore, 

and they look at it through the eternal downpour 
of their rears. 

Who was it found 
uuth's pebble in the saipling . ed h' 

r1ver7 No one behev llD. 

They have hard hands that money adheres 
to like the scales 

of some hideous dlseaSC, so that they grizzle 
as 

11 
is picked off. And the chapel crouches, 

a stone monster, waiting to spri~g, 
waiting with the disinfectant of 1IS l~ge 

for the bodies romng with 

their unsaid prayers. 
111s at such times 

that they sing. n01 music . 
so much as the sound of a nanon 

rending Itself, fierce with all the promise . 
of a beauty that might have been thelfS, 

n " 

uu tural 

In th 
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IJl ~L play of potentials whose v . 
dynamism or energy: each unit is ~g 
din i d pth and •t . th perceived 

i IS us that the narrative 

hibition catalogue(see A12pendix A), 

p m 'A Land', (See Opposite), 'an 

lf-rending people', and indeed Bala's 

blanking-out of nain ar of perspex with splcxiges of black paint 

enact the th m f 'inhibitin growth' and cultural 'dystaxia' in the 

poem. Bala' po iti nin f d tail 'off-centre' in the painting ties in with 

the child-like p rtra al f 'th tripling river', and 'the chapel' which is 

'a stone mon ter' t gi a n ral en e of unease. The 'disinfectant of 

its language' re~ rrin t th chapel, links up with one of Toomas's 

attitude toward th hur h in general as seen in Roland Mathias's 

description of hi ' on i tion that it wa the Puritan heritage, as much 

as anything, which had brought Wales so low ... he refers in 'The 

Minister' to Prote tan ti m a " ... the adroit castrator/0f art; the bitter 

negation/Of ong and dance and the heart's innocent joy'"81
• This also 

may be found in Bala' painting in the almost predatory smooth liquid 

whiteness of the 'hump' at the bottom of the picture, where also the 

paint appears as liquid. Doe the painting process, by crystallising a 

landscape, disinfect it? Perhap the crux of his 'narrative message' lies in 

8°Roland Barth es, 'The Structural Analysis of Narratives' from Image, Music, Text. 

(London: Fontana, 1977), p122. 
81Roland Mathias, 'Literature in English' chapter, from Th~ Arts in Wales: 195?-
.lm, p217. This dualistic atti tude towards the church in Wales is echoed by artists 
such as Maredudd ap Iestyn, and its origins are exposed by Prys Morgan who, on 
p44 of The Invention of Tradition, quotes The Bardic Museum, pxvi (by Edward 

Jones, London, 1802): • • 
The sudden decline of the national Minstrelsy, and Customs of Wales, ism 
a great degree to be attributed to the fanatick impostors, or illiterate 
plebeian preachers, who have too often been suffered to over-run the. 
country, misleading the greater part of the common people, from their 
lawful church· and dissuading them from their innocent amusements, such 

. . ' . al S d Games the consequence 
as Smgmg Dancmg and other rur ports an ••• . • . ' ' • t and happiest countnes 
is, Wales, which was formerly one of the memes , 
in the world is now become one of the dullest 

' 
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h1 h n roa h on the humans Is th . • e VIewer 

um nt h l water as I have llllp. liQr1 . 
\;,U earlier? If 

P m th y could ignify the blank te 1 mp ates of 

Ii r hi h an ob erver habituall Y Stamps with 

I am impo ing my 'prospect', here, by 

discu ing the paintin at all. .. 

The imp iti n f 'pro p t' i omething which is followed up 

in Bala' other l tion 'E patriate '(1 958), in which he also physically 

impose the p m on (b in luding it in) the painting. The format of 

words-a -image i al o to be found in Le lie Jones's 'Ah! ', and Tony 

Goble' 'The Pray r' among t other , and it would be pertinent to 

propose that, if th hibition were re-mounted, the traditional gallery 

relation hip betwe n 'imaged word' and 'imaged picture' be played 

around with. Thi ould be done by, for instance, framing the poetry 

and mounting the pictur directly onto the wall, having the poem on a 

much larger cale than the picture etc. Bala has obviously attempted to 

broach thi i ue, and the method of layering in his work also bring 

attention to the dimen ionality of art. What Tom Wolfe calls 'flatness 

principle'82 in modern art i played off in 'Expatriates' against the pithy 

materiality of the Wel h 'black heart/Under a smooth skin/Sallow as 

velum; sharp/Of bone and wit that is turned/As a knife against us'. 

Wolfe condemns the e oteric opacity of modem art in his entertaining 

analysis, saying 'In hort, the new order of things in the art world was: 

first you get the Word, and then you can see'83
• Bala attempts to 

combine notions of modern abstraction with historical mysticism - the 

painting points to the poem, the poem to the painting. 

82Tom Wolfe, p65. 
83ibid., p38. 



Bringin t th t ch ' nnotative'/denotative' picture again is 

t B ud laire an acknowledged infl' Tony Gobl . Hi 
uence on 

Thoma 0 through both intenextuality and 

m. The 'parade/of ghosts, casualties/of his 

past interc ion ' i m chin hi h it i possible to 'read into' the 

painting, peciall in th Ii ht of Baudelaire's own comment that the 

'grote que an tra ant xplo ion o to speak, within the 

expre ion' 4
• G alt Harpham again on this subject, says that: 

ari e not so much from the specific 
conten the fact that it refuses to be taken in 
whole a confusion of type... "Grotesque" is a 
word for f language. 85 

Perhap there li d rrnant h re a po ible discussion of the grotesque 

in Thomas' p rry. 

creating a grote u 

rtainl the fact that 'we can deform an image, 

lotting it into the wrong category, or even by 

applying the wrong • nd of onceptual cheme altogether'86 is pertinent 

to, for in ranee, Gwyn th T mo ' 'The Small Window'. 
It remain to on lude that every exhibition is underpinned, 

whether overtly or o ertly by the ideologies of its creators. It has a 
life of it own a a pi e of art or 'installation', and as such, has to 
operate according to one agenda or another. It cannot be impartial, but 
only gain partiality through being 'viewed'. 

84Baudelaire on 'Some Foreign Caricaturists', cited by Geoffrey Galt_ Harpham
19

, Fz) 
. • • Art nd Literature (Princeton, ' The Grotesque: Strategie of Contrad1cnon m &. 

p8. 
85 ·b·ct 1 1 . , p6. 
86ibid., p12. 



Th fir t thin t 

exhibition i th am unt 

n ti about the above account of the 

f tim I ha e pent on the visual presence of 

the painting . I h m nti ned the exhibition is set out in a 

comfortable vi ual th receive the painting, travels to the 

poem in order ~ rru tur th r t of the pictorial experience. 

How 

the u ual relati n hip 

th ff ons of ome of the artists to subven 

twe n te t and image by' for instance, 

incorporating a p m int th pi ture, pre enting a painting with a title 

contrarY to that f th poem or d parting tenaciously from the obvious 

subject-man r of th p m 

out) to que tion th 

ar at no point encouraged (by the lay

tatu e of poem and picture. It could 

have been int re tin i r in tan e to try framing some of the poems as 

if they were paintin a c n r te poem idea, perhaps), or have a poem 

very large on the all with a painting visually subordinate - just to 

confuse that pre umption of 'what-i -explaining-what'. One could 

subsequently exp rim nt with the 'flatne ' of the painted image, and the 

represented three-dim n ionality of the poem. It would be fun to paint 

straight onto the wall for in ranee. 

Propo al for the improvement of the exhibition are plentiful, 

and the pos ibilitie are only really re tricted by the budget-range. Thus, 

the only reali tic way to look at an improvement policy is through two 

approaches: the fir t is a erie of ideas to expand the scope of the 

exhibition to instalment proportions, regardless of budget; the second is 

the real context, which i that of a modest budget and a meagre supply 

of man-hours. Since the exhibition has been disbanded at Plas Glyn-y

W eddw, I have had the unique opponunity of not only watching it 

being 'hung' at St. David's Hall in Cardiff, but actually panicipating, 
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voluntarily and in ry apa ity in its layout Whilst working 

along id Officer' I b , was a le to put some of 

my ide into pra ti • Brin • n painting together w·th th 1 e poems was 

my role, and I fi und m lf on tantly imagining the po 'bill'. 
ss1 tJ.es of a 

multi-meclia b hi iti n. 

The taped im rvi ith the arti ts ld h cou ave been supplied 

through a head t n t to a h poem, a Public Address system could 

have been u ed for und- ffi • Better till was the idea to play back 

one of the R. • Th m audio di c available from retailers. Sepia 

cinematic film ( of old f, ta ) projected onto a wall would perhaps 

overkill the th m but if the man-hours were available to organise a 

spon or uch on of th major local audio companies (e.g. Sony, 

Panasonic), it could h p ned the exhibition up. Some of these ideas 

were feasible within th budget available, but the exhibition was 

constricted by i being but one of the five on display in the venue under 

the umbrella of~.:.:.-:~~~~~~ 

Back down to earth the really acceptable approach to the 

exhibition i along th hi torical literary, cultural, and artistic avenues 

or narrative pathway which have been outlined. Alex Campbell has 

pointed out two po ible improvements on the exhibition. The first is to 

have a photograph of all the arti t at the opening, the second to have a 

special edition raffle. The ab ence of a singular narrative in the 

exhibition could have been remedied, and a more labyrinthine layout 

could have made u e of modem multi-media display technology. 

However, this was not an 'installation' exhibition, and, as an 'Art gallery' 

in the traditional sense of the term, benefited too from having a more 

'indexical' framework. As I hope to have indicated by the large index to 

this study itself, there is a large variety of information to be indexed. 1 
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f the ani ts involved and h , ave 

t rial athered. 

hibition often can meand . er mto the 

f, r th ulture', and so on. On this 

ubject Dafydd p m ry intere ting. He has a very strong 

r utonomou Wel h art tradition which concept of th indi 

Peter Lord hin t. T m ' beli f i that there is a particular style in 

Wel h art - in 

large area 

The Wel h h 

After all, h 

y-Weddw urvi 

to et up a full 

'school'. 

h a raw weight about them and , use 

ur - hi h Engli h people just would not buy. 

n d al ith the impo ing qualities of this style. 

m nit ring who the buyers are. If Plas Glyn

urr nt difficulties, Dafydd's ambition is 

fundam ntally Welsh, but pulling in 

v.,or fi in well, to illustrate and exhibit this 

To Conclude 

Some of m final p int are about how I think this research 

could be irnpro ed and e panded upon . Of course, I would have liked 

to talk to all of the arti t in olved but more specifically in relation to 

Welsh painting tyle David Tre and Tony Goble. Dafydd ap Tomos, 

among t other revere the talent of Tress, claiming that he is the one 

artist in Wale who i really te ting the traditional boundaries. Despite 

the fact that Tre i Engli h- peaking, Tomos would almost certainly 

include him in hi 'ideal exhibition', and, by the looks of it, his current 

style would complement Tomos's concept of the 'Cymru-centric' 

tradition nicely. The que tion of contemporary art in Wales, along wi
th 

many others, is something which could be expanded upon if there were 

more time, space, and re ources, but I hope to have shown how 
th

e 
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model of appr h mu t VI ed ·th 
WI considerations. These 

con iderati n ma be icn ed through the differences which the 

arti t e pre in int rvi 

Having m nti ned David Wood.ford's suggestion that the 

arti t could ha n a I ar r' tructure, it should be noted that 

R.S.Thoma him lf initial! a ked to uggest poems, and flatly 

refu ed. Th r ar a ft funh r point with which to conclude this 

study. Th y are br u ht L li ht by Thomas' attitudes to the exhibition. 

Thoma pared no rim in pr ing hi di approval of the idea of this: 

'I don't think y u an paint p ms. It' one medium trying to imitate 

another.. . it' a kind f p 

poet didn't want to 'thr 

lf have done it'. However, the 

old ater on' the exhibition because of his 

general affiliation • th th all ry. 

When qu ti ned further on the topic of poetry and painting, 

however he admitted: 

W.B .Yeat aid that the only ju tification for translating poetry 
was that you produced a good poem, and you don't necessarily 
have to tran late word for word; its a kind of abstraction. As 
long a I can make a good poem, this is, I suppose, a justification ... If 
you can ab tract from a poem in another language, then make a good 
poem in your own language, it is a justification. Its the same with 
painting - if you can make a good poem, based on a painting, that is a 
ju tification, and if you can make a good painting based on a poem, 
that is a ju tification as well. (See Appendix B, trans. 8) 

Thoma did approve of ome of the works in the catalogue, 

specifically those which departed radically from the poem. He was very 

aware of the ea e with which 'consumer' attitudes towards art are 

dominating, and his main accusations were, like David Woodford's 
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hi nt m rarie that modem poets are too 
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u t tarted? 

Tues, ,July 4tba 
Canton. CardjfL 

I: a I h ~aint r I ha e a Wel h audience, and I'm lucky 
~au I tart d t ~m h n there were~'t a lot of Welsh-speaking 
arn t ho . r in ~h theme which were attractive to the 
buying pubh that th m I gan to bring in. At the same time th' 

'd h I ' IS audienc out 1 . m nt t t a n't working in isolation. I knew that 
out id that tud1 d r th r a an audience of people that were able 
to read ~i r r r int re, t~ in tryin~. It's really discouraging 
for an ara t to n th t n body rntere ted m what he's saying. That 
is a really imponant thin . I' ot thi Wel h identity and roots which I 
can explor but al h an audience to support this. It's almost like 
the prie t and th fl k. 

R: D u think that the vi ual artist is taking the place 
traditionally upi b th pri t? 

I: el h id ntit m an a completely different thing from what 
it did thirty y ago h n it included a chapel-going non-conformist 
factor. Where I m fr m if you didn't have that then you were 
lacking in one of th fundamental ingredients of Welsh identity. 

R: R. .Thoma ' haracter are often of the 'Hill Farmer' 
variety. In a coloni ed ountry people do tend to define themselves in 
terms of the out ide' vie of them. How they are seen fonnulates who 
they are. 

I: That' true but it doe n't mean to say that these hill-farmers 
don't exi t either. They have always been there. Perhaps it's more 
obviou in, for in tance 'archetypal views of the Welsh miner'. 

R: Where did your involvement with this particular project 
Start? 

I: Edward Thoma ' plays had won awards throughout the U:K. 
So I had worked with him doing paintings for stage, and I was m~ng 
paintings which interpreted the play, but they were actually VISited 
always separately. I wa n't totally happy with that kind_ of rel~tion. Then 
when I got out from howing 'Oriel', and touring, I kind of mtroduced 
the idea of getting Ed Thoma to write something which was based on 
the paintings so rever ing thi 'evolution'. So he wrote a performance 
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P t d au e of th · mg 
u h d. re . e mvolvement of the 

1 l' rent medium of comm . . urucatmg the 

ich . pla . with two people with just their 
r in a kind of limbo land and th . ey were 

. w ~ • Trymg to find out about this place 
in th m annm about each other M . . . • Y pamtmgs 

. p n n e of being in Africa for a time' 
m t m h t o cultures together. This is wh; 

there ar n th glas and painting behind_ and a 
gap in th c n my theme more literally; there are 
two n th m both of comprehension and of 
spac . but it' a difficult thing to do and they 
migh n n t m a_noth~r you know. It's something we 
have r nd r I think. Ive always worked with writers 
and p n imp rtant thing to do. 

1 I kn hi work, there was a similarity in 
thinking imilarity in our backgrounds except that he 
come from I I om from orth Wales. Our ideas are 
respon i e to thin nd ar imilar, o it's easier to work with 
somebody lik that than ith omebody with whom you don't share 
their con rn in th am a . 

R: Th r ar a upl of theme in this work in your studio, 
which are remini nt f ti r in tance Ivor Davies's work, The Senior'. 
He's got that indu trial th m that 'Port-Talbot' look to it. There's a 
little bit of th 't rra d h u e' in among t all this 'mystical' or 'celestial' 
nnagery. 

I: Well I thin that e're both working on this theme of Wales 
where the modern or om mporary i never totally distant from history 
and with myth o that ou know with everything that's happening at 
the moment e locate it in a mythic background, or we put it in a 
context historically. 

R: What were the vi ual influences in this painting? What are 
your influence ? Painterly/Literary traditions - are there any interesting 
comparison ? 

I: A I've mo ed co live in Orangetown I've applied for vari~us 
things to do with the Cardiff Bay Development, and these works w~ch 
I've been doing have been involved with, for instance, a bridge which 
needed to be done. So my idea was to 'depict' it in this sense_ of a 
'panorama' which linked the modem drowning of an area of land m the 
B b ildin ing up around ay to make this big lagoon, with these new u gs go 
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a f p or, I suppose, for 
a ay : ' amous poem about it which 

a r golwg ... ' - The bells of the 
low . he ea - but you can hear 
rinoing n underwater' s · them 

t>· • o m a wa • ' 
metaph r or for culture. This apath;, 
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watchman n a ulture a people and a, . , • h , voice anbe ect· • 
thlll

. k . u m another situation and I 
a well there is this link be' · • . tween 

m?'1e . Thi al o makes it easier to tie in 
with 1t would be difficult if you were a 
purely onn . . mere ted in the texture of colours 
or ab rra t only one form of poetry avail bl 

hih . h ae, 
w c 1_ a t . ame with words as the picture 
doe with rpr~ung meaning, you're not talking 
about rea ~g 1de the narrative of the thing. So 
becau e I H make it easier to link with the 
written rd. 

R: t h p h n a work of art is created is something 
which happ imul u I co all work of an that came before it'. 
Did thi p • u t hange tyles/depan from your usual 
theme / ub· thi particular poem? / Is there any other 
poetry wh· ith hind i ht ou think might go just as well with this 
piece? 

I: Th p int I ma.k in the atalogue for that show is that I was 
already workin n that n of paints, so basically I found 
R.S.Thom r latin m n rn and found the poetry that went best 
with my work - rath r than to try and illu trate a poem, or changing my 
current work to fit Th p m a cho en, in a way, so that it actually 
fitted my work. 

R: 1deologie ' - It could be aid that some of R.S.Thomas's 
poetry i 'didactic'. hat ere ou trying to achieve/is there a specific 
message? 

I: The poem fi the ork but I'm also trying to work in an 
added statement: I cho e "E patriate " to the other painting, where 
R.S.Thornas i ugge ting that the people are leaving the rural areas, 
and that there i a tate of decline, but then I've put in the painting the 
words: 'i'r pant yr hed y dwr' - to the hollow runs the water. There's not 
a lot you can do about depopulation in rural areas. In a way I'~ an 
Expatriate becau e I'm not living in my home, I've moved to th~ city. It 
may still be in Wale but in R.S.Thomas's terms I am an expatnate. rm 
saying that's unavoidable, o although he has one argument in_ his poe~, 
I'm arguing/an wering/ etting another point. I'm saying 'this is h~w i~s 
happening now not just here but everywhere'. It's happening m 
Zimbabwe. 
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I: Th . 'm d in now i a different thing. What I 
was doin th of trying to get over this cultural 
problem f d t er thing happened: for instance I 
tarted • • I ould move around the studio ~d 

place a • d . o the initial idea to do it as a way 
of exp tically by the fact that my whole 
method was fre hened up by that process. 

n of an idea, and the method/means 
by whi arti ts who are only involved in the 
picture/colo taken one ide, and been drawn away 
from e eryth • t talking about anything outside of that 
canva . o th • ted to the di course of art, and it doesn't 
inhabit the cultu d' f ale and its people. 

R: You h quoted saying this poetry/painting format 
'open up the art '. 

I: Your audi n i nlarged becau e people come who are into 
literature and not pain tin but ome to the gallery all the same. Just like 
a theatre audien mi ht om to the gallery to listen to a theatre piece, 
and vice- er a. Th r for I king at the paintings, the art sinks more 
into the uncon iou of the people the nation. If you count just one of 
those interaction ou an ee the complexity of artistic/cultural 
interaction. 

Bala goes on to talk about the 'art highway' metaphor, that 
Wales is a side-road and that some people have to 'go away' in order 
to come back and 'see' again. Relates this to his visit to Zimba~we. 

R: A far a 'cultural authenticity' is concerned, that idea 0~ a 
'main highway' with tributarie i perhaps better described as a plurality 
of networks? . 

I: Ye · and the Wei h culture can't remain static: it is evolvmg, 
' d the city but that and we are moving from the rural areas towar s ' 
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Tues, July 4th. 
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nd d elopment 

1 v.,point might claim that it is significant 
howing me (the original version of 
hara ter of Venus, on top of an 

I ment of 'vi ual colonisation' enter into 

f ti mini m but it is far from deliberate. A 
different from a man painting a nude -

. In fact I decided that the original nude 
hich i why I eradicated it in the end. 

t the ational Gallery and look at the 
that mo t of those figures are eligible for 
ed it to ju ta 'head'. Then I had the chance to 

R: Wh thi parti ular poem?/ I there any other poetry which, 
with hind ight, ou thin might go ju t as well with this piece? 

I: Thi dat ba k to 1991, when there was an unusual 
alignment of the tar . enu Mar Jupiter, and the Moon appeared in 
the formation hown in the painting. thi was a particularly powerful 
image for me and I painted the initial picture which I have shown you. 
When I was asked to do the R.S.Thomas painting, the poem I found 
was 'Senior', becau it had a lot of personal significance for me. It 
seemed to come together in a bizarre way, so I scraped down ~d re
painted the picture in accordance with this new sentiment In th1s way, 



Jntaofflhlc Ma 
th u n n of ho doe one paint pictures for. If you 

write, for in ar u writing for yourself? Do you have a 
particular a in mind. I think, if there is an element of 
admiration/ pira • n in art th n it' the arne as writing it for yourself. 
Unle ~ ou wanted to do om thing on a desert island, which is hardly 
imaginable, you ould be doing it for like-minded people, or people 
who you would like t like ourself. 

: You can 'in ribe a reader' in the same way as you can 
'envi age a view r'? 

I: E actly· ' nior' reminds me of myself. Life is chaos; there are 
no initiation cerem ni at the age of ixteen, twenty-one, etc. You just 
go on p!aymg it b ear reall , 'no name crossed out in a book' - no 
monuments. In ' bercua g' which I have subtitled Totangible Mo~a•, 
the observer here h an idea which is intangible. Thomas was looking 
for the ale of an ient hi tory which he couldn't find in ~e _modern 
world. I must ay th ide were often seen after the p~nng ':as 
done, but I don't think that' illegitimate. So there is an mteracnon 
between ourselve and the looking figure in the painting. 
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am before it'. Did this project 
m your usual themes/subject-

m e you depart a little bit from 
nainl made me more conscious of 

nd painting. I've always been 
pani ular paintings were certainly 

c n everything previously was 

i ual influ n e in this painting? What are 
tradition - are there any interesting 

nt i important, which then led to 
all in pire me are artists like Giorgio 

eded the urrealists. They painted 
e ju ·tapo ition with others - as if 

in them elves. I've also done other 
m. I like the use of 1ettering', and 

as a 'modernist' poet, but more 
r 'Romantic'? 
him a modem poet, what I mean to 

ar dated. I don't think he'd write some of say i that 
this poetry n that. 

R: ere u a ar / re ou aware of critical issues in the 
him 'ab tract' 'representative', 'impressionist', work? Do ou 

'realist'? 
I: 'Reali t" I 

realism which he a 

ld think if I had to chose one, but it is a u . 
iati rn r ith an expressionistic realism. 
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a message and th. 
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mgw n~y, culturally. The 
and universal Th . • erefore it 

P e m the world. ' 
m refers to the Welsh . 
laim' , . nanon 

gnawmg the bones of a 
ma_ ~as been described, in 
lf-iromc', do you really bell • d , eve 
mu e or do you believe in the 

to me, dated. I don't really 
at not being able to express 
f Wel h. I went to China a 

wh I went to a travel agent in 
or of whom none spoke English. 
I didn and it was an extremely 
intere arne as R.S.Thomas on this 
ubj • agas without knowing the 

langua ine e. Children can pick up a 
forei t. So I don't really believe in 
thi ra age. I myself am far more 
flippan °e of course, and I should say 
that t • fficult than English. Italian, too. 
But well. Many people can't write in 
En m ' poetry is dated, that he's 
'flo a pe imi tic attitude towards the 
pa t. that th poem in the anthologies are 
never dated . h n he wrote them, and it's very 
important, I thi n ing happen. 

' hi! t fi • h we had no claim' is reminiscent 
of the idea u ili • ng ent to the Falklands, or Bosnia, 
perhap . rn i turned in on Thomas himself as you say. 
Perhap he t a ti hen people were more pessimistic. 
There' not o rn • mi rn no - people tend to 'get on with it'. I 
think he' ad that fi r in t • farmer do not produce children to 
carry on the f ti looking back to a past which 
never exi ted. ut things are. Even I can recognise 
which hou e ha be n bought by English 'settlers', because they've 
been 'tidied up'. p rhap the el h are 'growing back to nature'. Re 
Gwyneth Torno ' Th mall indow'. It' funny that some of the moSt 

ardent upporter of th el h language are English, some Welsh 
people are almo t 'a harned' of their nationality. It's a lot more complex 
than meet the eye. 
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v ry good. The painting which 
udct ap 1~ tyn. I found it quite 

TYthmg. I think there were a 
ot all the artists to sign one of 

l • th hould have had it bound 
m n for the gallery. I also think 

m t together at the opening and 
n u look through old catalogues, it 

nded to who in what way. Glyn-y-
n f dd ap Tomos is a 'natural'. He 
11. It' m ney-making gallery because it 
I t f th e patriate Welsh, who are the 

in . Th are willing to pledge money, 
nd n e. It' been made into an 'A' 

Tm . 
m? I I there any other poetry which, 

u thin mi 0 ht ju t well with this piece? 
n I r th m about Cezanne's The Card Players', I 

covered th pam ·n up r d th poem and thought 'that's the one!' I 
ba ed it on a Id mtin from the 1 90 . He talks about the pipe 

ut th re being no clock and yet the men 
know hat tim it i . I put th rim table on the wall to give it this sense 
of tructure. I al n t the 'boredom'. He also says 'nobody 
call trump '. Thi i quit a d painting but I don't think it's one of 
his be t! Perhap it' n t fair t ompete with Cezanne! I notice t~at 
some of the arti t ha h n in ome cases, the same poem, which 
show ho man diffi r nt r ading there are of the same poem. . 

I had a plan t paint a group of hikers, because of the ordinance 
survey grid refi r n nata in '. It' that mathematical eleme_nt of 
topography whi h I uld id ntify ith. It' a shame nobody has painted 
portrait of R . . Th ma . 
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Well on P n 
R: H R . . Thomas might respond to your 

painting ? 
: I h nd to the style, and have an affinity 

with it a h Id rem r th thirtie during which time many of 
the 'Vortici t' r r ing. 

R: u an parri ular trengths or weaknesses in this 
'marriage' betw n poem and painting? 

A: The nl pr I m I had the line about 'the empty bottle', 
which didn't fit in. Th 'light the go by' line, though, worked w~ll, 
becau e the light li h up th rim table on the wall. I loved the line 
about their 'inane r d m'. 

R: hat r th • ual influence in this painting? What ~e 
your influence ? Paint r1 /Literary traditions - are there any intereSnng 
compari on ? 
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m ideas - they are out of 

m I them to 'cheat' in fact, and to 
in id ntally for them to have 

. u t th y didn't. I think that the 
bott m part of the piece, but I've 

t f lood into a political one. 
R. .Thoma might respond to your 

Th m . I' nl met him briefly. I've never 
n ith r ha\ I ·er heard his poetry discussed by 

tu f and that' it. o my knowledge of what 
read mo t of the critical books, but 

uld be aid that some of R.S.Thornas's 
r ·ou rrying to achieve/is there a specific 

ground. So my existence is ~ften as 
u e the word 'safe' to descnbe my 
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drawn my interpretation of 
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lilu trator'. I liked Iwan Bala's 

u h d n "the poet". 
or weaknesses in this 

ome back. 
to omment further? 

n I don't want them to exist 
hich i enough of an angst! 

in thi painting? What are 
d1tion - are there any interesting 

u a are of critical issues in the 

monograph on R.S.Thomas, and 
- that' m background. I found some of 
1m I from the point of view of the use 
rit a ut him not somebody who had 
l h rt Council. Euros Bowen, for 
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n and read of him, . 
h an tand back his 

nipulative in . and not 
ut 1n· ' pushing other 

.d· t ome out in his anti 
1 of yo -ung people being 

llation at not being able to 

the_ adulation given to 
h1 own people, and 

he now occupies. He's 
e e tablishment and the 

' to be got out of his 

• h priests in Wales are 
always this question of 
culturally - Catholicism, 
hich i a compromise). 
so I wonder what his 

of a non-conformist priest. 
ur and a half, he has much 
i congregation. So he can 

rd? 
himself very well. Perhaps 

n need for it. But we resent the 
fa 1 , r n i n that he is telling us what we 

l . l n ' f u ar 'anglified', which has in some 
f i . Thu , he appears as too deliberate, 

t m a onvert, but then again, his 
atti n't do it I will'. This is, of course, 
ju ti ina u a v ay that should make us feel 
guilty. v h en't. We have become part of the 
'compla h hm nt'. I ha e and I f el guilty about it. 

He n ut ~ f\i ard th idea that Wales had an artistic 
tradition f nai fi l -an. 1 t p ple like me have been blocked from 
Europe b n 1 n . tland and Ireland have never had to deal with 
the geographi al r l m. It i a fa t of history. So we must feel 
forgi en n t guilt . I • h rd ould reali e that we aren't~ tainted 
by the bru h. Th r i m thina in u e entially Welsh, which ~y 
have been en ura n land but originates in Wales. Ivor DaV1es 
feel trongl ab ut thi but d n't how it on canvas. Many of us 
weren't comfortabl ith hat we ere a ked to do. 
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hibition. I think it's 
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n that number of 
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• um into another 
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thing. The written 

be converted. The 
thi i so, then it is 
word can thus deal 

monkey are animals, 
po ition for language 
the painting of ideas. 
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thi piece? 

ad, and were left over 
uppo e that art is art 

ething very specific, 
ranee. Left to our own 

of u were illustrating 
crating us! We were given 

word which didn't relate to 
peopl . In th relate not to culture, but to 
humani . th mar but I find R.S.Thomas very 
dated· I t tall • political not real at all. I know 
nothi t 1h t we're a omplete mystery. Thomas 
often ultural ontext - to which I respond 
very po iti el . H r. n h tart redefining some of these 
thing about 1 h Hill ann r ' and uffering etc., I have my doubts. 

1 

looked f; r a t t ut land a not in term of people - perh~p~ 
humanity but n t l - d th rei re I had to go to 'The Mountam~ 
for 'the bri ht h m f rra t. Thomas here sounds almost a~ if 
he' saying m thin n behalf f the Green Party, or so~eone: 'lif~, 
with it m n pride and it past, be of little worth if 
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R: at ur rea tion to the idea of the Plas Glyn-y-

Wedd w exhibiti , R T . I didn't ant to throw cold water on it; I wasn t 
· · ·· • b ti have 

able to go to it au I had a tl.ll1lllly-bug at the ume, u 

seen the catalogue o I kno hat it' about. 



R: You we ' • rent enthusiastic about it Wh 
R .. T.: I don't think ou c . • y not? 

?u can paint poems. It's one ~ediu:1 illi:strate_ poetry any more than 
kind of pastiche; I've done it myself I'try g_ to immitate another ••• it's a 
- ou know b ed • . ' ve wntten poem b • • , a on pamtmgs. s a out pamnngs 

R: What are • your reflections on £ • 
olum , Iniaowing Thoughts and B ' or mstance, your own 

R S T 
, etween Here and N ? 

. . .: Well I thought th ow. 
make a good poem ;hat's the J·usn·fe_y ~ere successful. As long as I can 

' icauon. It's a ki d f • 
e ... W.B.Yeats said that if yo b n ° translation, you 

language then make a good ;;an ~ stract from a poem in another 
ju tification. It's the same with pai· ni:n m ifyour own language, it is a n ng - you can ak 
b ed on a painting, that is a justification • m e a good poem, 
painting 1'." ed on a poem, that is a justific~:~ ;! ~~i°an make a good 

R. A couple of the artists in th h.b •• 
completely alternative narrative. e ex i iuon decided to adopt a 

R.S. T.: Well I approve of that, yes. 
R: I' hav~ asked the artists the question 'What do you think 

RS.Thomas s attitude towards your painting would be?' and f th h edi • , some o 
e1:1 ~ve pr cted that their work would be an anathema to you 

(which 1s probably quite accurate)· some s"~d that th h d 

ld 
. . . , = ey ope you 

wou ee their pamnng in terms of a new narrative . 
. . _R.S.T.: Yes._ ~ginally I was asked to chose the poems in the 

exhibinon, but I said No, the artists must go ahead and chose the 
poems themselves, that they think they can base a painting on. That's 
no~ ~e way to go about it at all. If I had chosen that poem ['A Land', 
Pamnng: Iwan Bala], and said "I want a painting on that", I don't think 
that's 'factory' at all. But the painters had my books of poetry, and could 
read through them and find a painting. It's much the same as what I did 
when I published these 'Impressionist' poems in Ingrowing Thoughts. 
Looking over a wide spectrum of paintings, every so often I would 

think "Ah, I can make a poem on that."' 
R: In my work so far, I have been interested in the visual 

tensions in your poetry between the 'watcher' and the 'watched'. In that 
context, do you have any favourites in the catalogue? 

R.S.T.: I don't really know enough about painting to criticise it, 
and I can't really say, based on the catalogue anyway. I'll go on record 
as saying that where you're dealing with two media, you've got to 
abstract. I'm not in favour of 'faithful reproduction'. Take a Welsh 
poem, now I'm not in favour of trying to translate that word-for-word 
into English; one has to make a good poem in English which has some 
relation to the Welsh poem. That exactly applies to painting. 

R: You've learnt the Welsh Language as a Welshman. If you 
could write in Welsh, would you see your poems as closer to your 

subject-matter, as 'more authentic'? 
R.S.T.: Well, I'm an old man now, and my earlier poetry was 

more naturalistic it was more of an attempt to do landskips and that 
sort of thing. I've' become more abstract in later life,

1 
and I'm ~ot so s_ure 

whether Welsh would suit my purpose any more. Its almost unposs1ble 



to a • if you are a native Welsh s eak: 
nati in tincts, but looking at h froe~ t:en nat~ally you've got your 

h ther I would have been able t h alf-outs1de, I just can't say 
o say t e sam th. • 

ha aid in my later English oe ~ mgs m Welsh that I 
naturali tic land kip poetry in my fate::

0
r~ere s not a great deal of 

:= HToV: I~o you see your poetry in a modern context? 
• • • • m a contemporary 1 language and I write in more l poet, mean I use modern English 

-or- ess a contemporary wa . 1 d , 
rhym I don't write on the whol • . Y, on t use 

mi- ers-libre' and I th. k em stanzaic p_atterns. What I write is a 
' m you should expenment, and 'make it new' 

My n~we t book,_ o, Truce for the Furies, due this month on Bloodax~ 
h a Poetry Soc1~ty recommendation, and I have have written a piece 
for th Poetry Socie~ Bul~etin which I am told is due out at the end of 
th month. I say thmgs m that which are pertinent to my attitude 
toward contemporary English poetry. 

_ _ . R: Do you think it is a sensible approach, in the context of the 
exh1bmon, to look for meaning in the 'gap' between poem and painting? 

R.S.T.: Yes, well you mustn't try to limit poetry. Poetry 
oper~te on as ~y levels ~s possible, and it is a very myopic way of 
treanng poetry if you are gomg to try to constrict it to one level. If it 
can operate on everal levels, and if people are getting several different 
thing from it , well all the better. This, for instance, was a painting by 
Ben Shahn. The artist has based his painting on this poem, but the poem 
I wrote ba ed on Ben Shahn was a different poem. I don't know why he 
has done thi , but I concede that it is quite a productive line to trace the 
relationship between these different forms. Music, poetry and painting 
all have ome kind of relation, whilst at the same time being suigeneris, 
but my tastes have certainly developed more in the region of abstract; I 
haven't much interest in naturalistic or figurative painting. What I have 
said in my article in the Poetry Society Bulletin is that I'm very opposed 
to the shallow, trivial poetry that is being written today. Presumably 
that is reflected in painting as well - and music, probably, if I knew 
more about music. We're coming to the end of a tradition which has 
been one of the great traditions of English culture. Poetry was more-or
less 'Queen of the Arts' in English culture, and now it has been pushed 
down into the bottom comer of some paper, and one resents this. 
People who write trivial poetry can't complain if it:s treated ~v~~ly. 

R: David Woodford, one of the artists m the exh1binon, has 
perhaps a similar attitude about modern art. His opinion is ~~t 
everybody is at the moment trying to 'reinvent' art for_themselv~s; 1t is 

not feasible to do so, he says, and people trying to remv~nt their own 
attitudes towards the boundaries in art eventually simply create 
something trivial and esoteric - completely useless as far as 

communication is concerned. 
R.S.T.: Also Woodford is a naturalistic painter •• _. 

R
. To return to the questioin of self-perception, one of the 
· • • 'h do you see 

questions I have found myself putting to the artist is ow • 

Y
ourself as an artist?'. Are you, the poet, predisposed to compansons 

• ? 
between yourself and other artists. 
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R •• T.: Well, artists - painters and .. 
be. 'bo , musicians are freer not 

mg und ~y the language. It's the hyphenation in Wales' that 
beggar . eve1?'tlung up: the bulk of the population in Wales today likes 
to con 1der itself Welsh but it speaks Engli·sh d • • . . , an expresses itself m 
Engli h. So problems anse where painting and m · ld h us1c wou not ave 
th~m. If ome~y can detect a Welsh element in some of these 
pamte , then fair enough . 

. R:_ Certain peopl~ c~aim. to recognise a specific style which is 
emerging m the work of ms1der Welsh painters. What has been one of 
~e mo t intere ting aspects _f?r me, finding out about art and the image 
m Wal ha been the pohtical process of English artists who have 
vi ited Wale to paint the landscape actually setting the tenets of art 
a ording to this; then the 'indigenous' Welsh painter having to paint 
him/herself in a way which will be understood according to this 
appropriation, these preordained structures. This leads to the question 
of an 'indigenou visual art' in Wales ... 

R.S.T.: The real enemy is self-consciousness; when I was 
young, it wa the early days of the 'Anglo-Welsh Movement', as it was 
called. People who had to write in English because they couldn't speak 
Wel h were trying to make themselves Welsh, beating their chests and 
saying 'I'm Welsh, look you'. We've had to sort of grow through that 
period, and there's a similar attempt in painting to found a school of 
Wei h painter so that one can say 'Oh yes, this is definitely a Welsh 
painter'. It's self-consciousness which is militating against all that. I 
uppo e I really lost interest in trying to be 'Anglo-Welsh'. I've said my 

piece in the past about these things, and now I just have to write my 
poem as they come to me, and the fact that they're English is just too 
bad. There's nothing I can do about it at this late stage. . 

R: How do you feel about the idea that within Welsh art there IS 

too much constant focus on the same themes of 'naturalism' and 

'nationalism'? .. 
R.S.T.: Well perhaps an example of this is Kyffin W1ll_1ams, who 

has painted the Welsh Mountains ins~d~-out. He's known outside Wales, 
but as 'Kyffin Williams, landscape artist. 

R: The selection in the exhibition is of your early p~ms on the 
whole. How do you feel about the didactics of what occurs m some of 

the paintings? · · h LI 
R S T . When I left Mid-Wales and came to live m t e yn 

• • • • ch said what I had to say, and I 
Peninsular, I felt that I had pretty-mu_ . . Welsh political life. Thus 
then became more in~olved as an actlv~st; yneth Tomos's 'The Small 
the railing against touns~s andh c~~v~: mpoe: but what I stand for as a 
Window' is not necessanly w at s m ' 

human being and as a W~ls~man. h t is your reaction to questions 
R: On a more tnVIal note, w a 

about a portrait of yourself? . . d a naturalistic portrait, which is 
R.S.T.: The problem is to adv~1 t I would look for a style 

. d fi ·1 1 woul n t wan • . 
something which I e m1 e y d aturalistic. If you sit for a 

b n abstract an n , afr ·d 
that was somewhere etwee who the object is, and Im ru 
portrait, it's obviously got to convey 



mo t of the Wel h p~ nter I_ can th~nk of would just sit down and try to 
reprodu e me. I don t know 1f there s anybody in England who might do 
it 

R: Pre umably you would want the painter to be familiar with 
yo~ work. Portrait painting is a very pro-political activity; in the past 
am have been employed by their patrons to do the work. .. 

. . ~- .T.: Yes. Of course, the great competitor nowadays with the 
pamnng 1 the camera, and afterall there is some brilliant photography. 
But the photograph is only of one frozen moment of the subject, 

her a great painter is going to give you the whole man as he sees 
him. It' not going to be just from one aspect, or one moment in time. 
The ery fact that you're taking the time to sit for the portrait means 
that the painter will at least attempt to get inside your head. I just can't 
think of any contemporary painter that I would be happy to sit for. 
An ay, there' plenty of scope for you in this subject: it brings in the 
que tion of translation, of dealing with different media, the question of 
background politics, background biographical detail. 

R: I've taken your poem 'Looking Glass' as an introductory 
thought. How do you see the overall metaphor of 'reflection' in the 
poem-painting partnership? 

R.S.T.: Well, mirrors are very fascinating things, and it depends 
how much time you've got to spend in front of them. Some people are 

0 bu y, they only just have a chance to take a pee~ in the mirror to see 
that their tie is straight, that there's no black on their face, and that sort 
of thing, whereas some people have more time: they are confro~ted ~y 
this image which makes them wonder 'is that t?e person?': The rmrror m 
a way i translating because it's your translation of th~ image that the 
mirror has taken. It's an endless regress in a way. Painters have do~e 
this in the past, and I'm inclined to repeat myself._ _Rembran_d~ did 
innumerable studies of himself and his wife. It's a legitimate activity, I 

think. 
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